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AgLEC Advisory Council Meeting 

Wednesday, November 15, 2006 

8:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 

East Campus Union 

Program for New Members of the AgLEC Advisory Council 
8:30 a.m. 	 Dan Wheeler~ Dick Fleming 
AgLEC Advisory Council Operating Procedures 
Some Significant Activities of Advisory Council 
History of AgLEC 
Last Five-Year Review of AgLEC, Response/Change 
Members of AgLEC, Responsibilities 
ProgramslMaj ors 
Alumni Occupations 
AgLEC Advisory Council Meeting 
10:00 a.m. Welcome - Don Hutchens, Chair 
Developments Since Spring 2006 Meeting Dan Wheeler, Department Head 
10:20 a.m. Student Recruitment Karla Baumert, Coordinator 
PracticlimlInternships, Undergraduate/Graduate Experiences 
10:30 a.m. Leadership - Leverne Barrett 
10:40 a.m. Teaching - Lloyd BelllDann Husmann 
10:50 a.m. Ag Journalism - Jason Ellis 
New Programs 
11 :00 a.m. Introduction - Vice Chancellor John Owens 
11: 15 a.m. Animal Science Leadership Academy - Dennis Brink 
11 :30 a.m. Agrotourism, Hospitality Management - Fayrene Hamouz 
11 :45 a.m. Golf Management - Terry Riordan 
12:00 p.m. 	 Buffet Luncheon 
Comments, Questions 
Membership 
Spring Meeting Date 
Ideas for Spring Meeting Agenda 
1 :30 p.m. Adjourn 
Department of Agricultural Leadership, Education and Communication 

Advisory Council 

Minutes from Tuesday, April 11, 2006 

Council Members Present: Craig Frederick, Mary Gerdes, Don Hutchens, Krystle Christner, 
Kyle Perry, Mike LePorte, Gayle Starr, Bud Stolzenburg, Jeff Yost Chad Schimmels (by phone). 
AgLEC Members Present: Lloyd Bell, Dick Fleming, Betty James, Jim King, Gina Matkin, 
Dan Wheeler. 
Chairman Hutchens called the meeting to order at 8:45 a.m. Introductions were made around the room 
and on the telephone. 
Update on Department - Wheeler presented information about AgLEC. Enrollment is a very 
important. Departments are being looked at closely. Some of the budget issues are not so critical right 
now. There is a commitment from the legislature to help with the clean-up costs at Mead, utilities costs 
are down because we had a mild winter, and enrollment figures have been good. Jason Ellis from Iowa 
State will be starting on August 1 st in AgLEC as the ag journalism assistant professor. An assistant 
professor in Tourism from the Hospitality Management program will be housed in our department. That 
position should be starting January 1 st. Our department is seen as supporting programs such as Golf 
Management and Hospitality Management. These majors need leadership courses. The name of the 
game is enrollment and majors. All our programs are doing well, and Dick Fleming is the super recruiter. 
The Ag Journalism major currently has 27 students. Kay Rockwell, Evaluation Specialist, will be 
retiring in August. We will be having more discussions with Extension Administration about how to deal 
with the evaluation component of programs. More leadership faculty are still needed in AgLEC. We 
have recent graduates ofour doctoral program who could possibly have courtesy or adjunct faculty 
status, and then may be able to teach a few classes. We will also be participating in the Great Plains 
Consortium. We are primarily a teaching department with small amounts ofFTE in research and 
outreach. 
Update on Student Recrnitment - Matkin presented a recruitment report with numbers of majors. 
Christner presented the report of her recruitment activities, and asked for ideas for possible recruiting 
events/ acti viti es. 
Use ofAdvisory Groups - Bell presented information on how advisory groups should be established. 
The biggest challenge is to develop them so they understand their role. Advisory groups should not make 
decisions. The group needs to be non-biased and sincere. An advisory group needs to function on its 
own. It should have its own charter and set the agenda that becomes their focus. 
How should a local advisory group be established? 
Consult with school administration. 
Avoid misinterpretation. 
Statement of rationale/purpose. 
Determine groups to be represented. 
Ideas from advisory council­
1) New member orientation including major topics ofthe past would be helpful. 

2) Schematic chart update each meeting - with faculty emphasis. 

3) List of emerging issues. 

4) Three month update to the Advisory Council, electronic listserv set up 

Discussion of contacts for Jason Ellis - Ideas submitted include: 
Colt Conference - May [LEAD Program] 
FCLA-now 
CDE- LDEs 
PEAK July (age groups) 
Cattleman's Ball- June 3,d 
Cattleman's Bank - Seward 
Cattleman's Convention - December 
Mike LePorte 
Ad agencies 
Don McCabe 
National Association of Farm Broadcasters 
Associated Press Broadcasters 
Farm Bureau 
High Plains Journal 
AgLEC could host a reception to welcome Jason. 
Election of Officers Starr moved to re-elect the current slate of officers. Stolzenburg seconded. 
Motion passed. Don Hutchens will c,ontinue as chair with Dave Howe as vice chair. 
Adjourned 12:00 p.m. 
Submitted by Betty James 
April 25, 2006 
Next meeting: Wednesday, November 15,2006 
8:30 a.m. Continental breakfast 
8:45 a.m. Meeting 
12:00 p.m. Adjourn 

East Campus Union 

Please markyour calendars. 
AgLEC Advisory Council 

Fall 2006 

Tom Duis 
12141 West Willow Road 
Odell NE 68415 
402-766-4222 
David Grimes 
2230 North First Street 
Raymond NE 68428 
402-785-2001 
Dale Kabes 
8021 Stockwell St 
Lincoln NE 68506 
402-486-9286 
mdkab@inebraska.com 
Angela Leifeld 
Conestoga Middle School 
PO Box 187 
Nehawka NE 68413-0187 
402-235-2269 aleifeld@mail.esu2.org 
vnad Schimmels, Eustis-Farnum 
504 North Ingalls Street, Box 9 
Eustis NE 69028-0009 
308-486-5340 cschimme@esu11.org 
Bud Stolzenburg 
Cherry County Extension 
132 S Hall Street #1 
Valentine NE 69201-2104 
402-467 -2517 bstolzen@unlnotes.unl.edu 
Jeff Yost 
Nebraska Community Foundation 
650 J Street. Suite 305 
Lincoln NE 68501-3107 
323-7330 jeffyost@nebcommfound.org 
Crystal Olson 
Undergraduate student , 
3600 N 14th Street 
Lincoln NE 68521 
308-830-3100 crystallynn84@hotmail.com 
Kevin Anderson 
Lyons-Decatur Schools 
PO Box 526 
Lyons NE 68038-0526 
402-687-2363 keanders@esu2.org 
Craig Frederick 
Nebraska Department of Education 
301 Centennial Mall South 
Lincoln NE 68509-4987 
471-2451 cfrederick@nde.state.ne.us 
Dave Howe 
20120 North Stable Drive 
Eagle NE 68347 
402-781-2885 
drh714@alltel.net 
Dennis Kahl 
South Rsch & Ext Center 
107 MUSH 0714 
402-472-5602 
dkahl1@unLedu 
Mike LePorte 
KRVN 880 Farm Radio. PO Box 880 
Lexington NE 68850-0880 
308-324-2371 mleporte@krvn.com 
Kris Spath 
701 North 238th Street 
Eagle NE 68347 
402-781-2535 or 402-720-4225 (cell) 
Bruce Williams 
John Deere, 2350 Co Rd Y 
Morse Bluff NE 68648 
402-325-0680/402-432-4634 
WilliamsBruceL@JohnDeere.com 
Greg Gifford 
Graduate student 
300 Ag Hall 0709 
402-472-2807 
Kyle Perry 
Undergraduate stUdent 
3821 Baldwin Ave Apt 40 
Lincoln NE 68504 
308-241-0099 kperry4@bigred.unl.edu 
Ardyce Bohlke 
#7 Village Drive 
Hastings NE 68901 
402-462-9259 
abohlke@charter.net 
Mary Gerdes 
Gerdes Farms, Inc. 
RFD #1 Box 76 
Johnson NE 68376 
402-868-3405 cg03110@alltel.net 
Don Hutchens 
Nebraska Corn Board 
301 Centennial Mall South 
Lincoln NE 68509-5107 
471-2787 d.hutchens@necorn.state.ne.us 
Deanna Karmazin 
Lancaster County Extension 
444 Cherrycreek Rd 
Lincoln NE 68528-1507 
441-6768 dkarmazi@unlnotes.unl.edu 
John Malin" 
United Farmers Coop 
1403 Road 14 
York NE 68467 
Gayle Starr 
3520 Cooper Avenue 
Lincoln NE 68506 
402-489-1122 
gmstarr@inebraska.com 
Dave Wolthuis 
United Suppliers 
7512 Upton Grey Lane 
Lincoln NE 68516-5694 
402-483-7310 
Jill Klepper 
Undergraduate student 
4314 "Y" Street #2 
Lincoln NE 68503 
jklep1@bigred.unl.edu 
..John Malin resigned this fall from the Advisory 
Council because he moved to Iowa. 
AgLECAdvisory Council 

Term Expiration Date for Each Member 

December 31,2006 
Ardyce Bohlke 

Tom Duis 

Dave Howe 

Dale Kabes 

Angela Leifeld 

Gayle Starr 

Dave Wolthuis 

December 31,2007 
Craig Frederick 

David Grimes 

Don Hutchens 

Deanna Karmazin 

John Malin 

Bud Stolzenburg 

Bruce Williams 

December 31,2008 
Kevin Anderson 

Mary Gerdes 

Dennis Kahl 

Mike LePorte 

Chad Schimmels 

Kris Spath 

Jeff Yost 

November 15, 2006 
Some Significant Activities of the AgLEC Advisory Council 
* Participation in AgLEC Comprehensive Reviews/Strategic Plans -1996,2003, 
Upcoming 2007 
• 	 Review of Draft Review Documents 
• 	 Meeting with Review Team 
• 	 Review of Review Team Report 
• 	 Development of Strategic Plan 
• 	 Department Vision, Mission 
* ReviewlInvolvement in Securing Positions, Support for Academic Programs/Distance 
Education as well as Implications of Proposed University Budget Reductions 
• 	 Meetings with IANR Vice Chancellor, College Dean, Extension Dean, 

Agricultural Research Dean 

* Ongoing Review/Recommendations of Department, Programs, Clientele Needs 
• 	 Undergraduate 
~ Student Recruitment 
~ Agricultural Education - adjust to changing needs 
~ Leadership - development of option, support for major 
~ Agricultural Journalism revised major, full-time faculty member/coordinator 
~ Development of leadership emphasis programs with other CASNR departments 
~ Agrotourism Major 

~ Hospitality Management Major 

• 	 Graduate 
~ Student Recruitment 
~ M.S. in Leadership Education with concentrations in Leadership Development, 
Teaching and Education Specialization, Distance Education Specialization, 
Nutrition Outreach Education Specialization 
~ Ed.D. or Ph.D. in Human Sciences with specialization in Leadership Studies 
• 	 Meetings with Undergraduate and Graduate Students to discuss majors/programs and 
results of research 
• 	 Outreach/Extension 

~ Distance Delivery of Courses 

~ Meeting Needs of Local Commtmities/Groups 

~ Educational Programs for Professional Groups 

~ 	 Review of Research, Outreach Directions, Programs, Grants 
~ 	 College, Department Name Change Deliberations 
NeoiaSKa 

Lincoln 
INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL LEADERSHIP, 
EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION 
November 15, 2006 AgLEC Recruitment Update: submitted by Karla Baumert 
• 	 Senior Campaign 
o 	 October 10th 
o 	 530 Sent 
• 	 showed an interest in AgLEC, teaching, journalism, related majors, 
and undecided. 
• 	 Junior Campaign 
o 	 November 6 th 
o 	 279 Sent 
• 	 interest in AgLEC, teaching, journalism, related majors and 
undecided. Their individual interests were incorporated into the 
letter. 
• 	 Transfer Students Campaign 
o 	 November 6 th 
o 	 128 sent 
o 	 emphasizing AgLEC's one-to-one advising and number of free electives, 
• 	 HRTM 
o 	 We are incorporating the Hospitality, Restaurant, and Tourism 
Management major into our brochure, with emphasis on the two options 
available through CASNR, ecotourism and parks and recreation. 
• 	 Minor Option 
o 	 We have presented the uMinor" option and requirements to undergrad 
ALEC 102 classes to create awareness and promote the classes. 
• 	 Power of Red 
o 	 October 7th. 
o 	 12 students 
• 	 Follow-up letters and the picture of the student in framed AgLEC 
magnets were sent on October 9 th • 
• 	 Husker Harvest Days 
o 	 September 
• 	 Cyber Fair 
o 	 August 
o 	 21,000 people walked through, AgLEC worked 82 hours 
• 	 NAYI 
o 	 July 
o 	 3 groups of 30 
Upcoming Recruitment Events 
• 	 FFA training and contests 
• 	 State FFA 
• 	 Career Fairs 
• 	 Senior/JuniorlTransfer Campaign continuation 
• 	 Community College visits 
300 Agricultural Hall I P.O. Box 830709 I Lincoln, NE 68583·0709 I (402) 472·2807 I FAX (402) 472-5863 
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Lincoln 
INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRI CU LTURAllEADERSHI P, 
EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION 
Synopsis of survey 
Submitted by Karla Baumert 
Purpose: What are undergrads studying, what careers are they pursuing, how many are 
continuing their education? 
Journalism 
Number that replied: 6 
Typical Careers 
• Career Specialist for UNL - CASNR 
• Project Coordinator for Snitly Carr 
• Account Supervisor for Broadhead & Co. 
• Assistant Editor for Angus Productions Inc. 
• Communications Coordinator for Think Tank, Microsoft 
• Computer Graphics Producer, former Public Radio Station 
Number that pursued Grad/Doctorate degree: 2 
Leadership 
Number that replied: 13 
Typical Careers 
• Agribusiness Program Coordinator for UNL 
• Broker, Owner of Pioneer Commodities of Lincoln 
• Team Leader, Collegiate Programs for National FFA 
• Educational Specialist/Ag Teacher for National FFA Organization 
• Extension Educator 
• Soil Conservationist 
• Performance, Improvement, & Leadership Development Specialist 
• US Navy 
• UNL instructor 
• Office Manager 
• Adjunct Faculty 
Number that pursued Grad/Doctorate degree: 10 
Education 
Number that replied:26 
Typical Careers 
• Human Resources Professional 
• Ag Teacher 
• Extension Educator 
• Project Manager/Extension 
• Agriculture Specialist/Horticulture University of Arkansas 
• Legislative Aid 
• Education Coordinator 
Number that pursued Grad/Doctorate degree: 18 
300 Agricultural Hall I P.O. Box 830709 I Lincoln, NE 68583·0709 I (402) 472·2807 I FAX (402) 472-5863 
Other AgLEC undergrads-not specified 
Number that replied:24 
Typical Careers 
• 	 Extension Educator 
• 	 Coordinator Health Services for St. Elizabeth 
• 	 Asst Director for Schools of Banking 
• 	 Ag Ed Instructor, Student Services Coordinator for Hamilton College 
• 	 Images for a Lifetime, Photographer 
• 	 Secretary for Bowie Fertilizer, Public Information Officer for Nebraska 
Department of Agriculture 
• 	 Coordinator of Communications for CBIIJIC International 
• 	 Vet Assistant for Parkview Animal Hospital 
• 	 Human Resources Coordinator for Hormel Food Corp 
• 	 Software Development Coordinator for UNL-Office of Research 
• 	 Agricultural Loan Officer for Farm Financial Strategies (self-employed) 
• 	 Owner of Ruether Bros. Fencing 
• 	 District Sales Manager for Producers-Hybrid 
• 	 Director, Food and Nutrition Sciences of Aramark Corp at Madonna 
Rehabilitation 
• 	 Credit Analyst for Wells Fargo Bank 
• Asst. Women's Basketball Coach at University of Northern Colorado 
Number that pursued Grad/Doctorate degree: 16 
Current Information for the 

Department of Agricultural Leadership, Education and Communication 

November 2006 

Background 
The Department of Agricultural Leadership, Education and Communication (AgLEC) was established 
initially as the Department ofAgricultural Education in 1918 following passage of the Federal Smith­
Hughes Act in 1917. This act provided aid to states for "teacher training" as well as funds for 
establishing departments ofvocational agriculture in local high schools. The department continues to be 
the sole official training center for agricultural education teachers in Nebraska secondary schools. 
Student teachers are placed in high schools across the state for full-time practice. 
In 1992, the Department ofAgricultural Education was merged with the Department ofAgricultural 
Communications to become the current Department ofAgricultural Leadership, Education and 
Communication. The department's vision is "Excellence in serving the needs of agriculture and natural 
resources in leadership, education and communication." The mission is "to foster human capacity in 
leadership, education and communication through innovative teaching, research, and outreach." Members 
of the faculty report to a department head and, depending on their appointment, are accountable to the 
respective deans of the College ofAgricultural Sciences and Natural Resources (CASNR), the 
Agricultural Research Division (ARD), and the Cooperative Extension Division (CED); as well as to the 
Vice Chancellor of the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources (IANR) at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL). AgLEC faculty appointments are listed in the supporting documents. 
Undergraduate/Graduate Degree Programs 
The department currently offers two undergraduate degrees Agricultural Education with a Teaching 
Option or an Agricultural Leadership Option, and Agricultural Journalism. Students in Agricultural 
Journalism can specialize in Advertising, Broadcasting or News-Editorial and select options in 
Agriculture and Natural Resources Policy, Production Agriculture and Agriculture and Natural Resources 
Public Relations. Currently, there are 47 first majors in Agricultural Education and 21 first majors in 
Agricultural Journalism. In addition, the department also has undergraduate minors in Leadership and 
Communication, Environmental Communication and Environmental Education at the undergraduate 
level. The department offers several undergraduate courses that serve many non-majors each year (e.g., 
interpersonal skills, leadership in small groups and teams, dynamics ofeffective leadership in 
organizations and ethics in agriCUlture and natural resources). 
At the graduate level, the department offers a Master of Science in Leadership Education and an 
interdepartmental Doctoral Program in Human Sciences and Leadership Studies. The areas of 
concentration for the masters degree are leadership and human resource development, teaching and 
extension education, distance education, and nutritional outreach. There are 73 students enrolled in the 
masters program and 31 enrolled in the doctoral program. 
AgLEC has taken a leading role in CASNR in the development and delivery of courses via distance. 
Today, with careful advising, graduate students can complete a Masters of Science in Leadership 
Education by taking advantage of the ever-increasing number of distance-delivered graduate courses. 
Some of the course development and delivery has been initially supported by modest internal grant 
dollars. Faculty have made an enormous commitment to embrace distance delivery as a means to address 
education needs of a wider graduate student audience than traditional, on-campus delivery affords. 
Collaborations 
Another high priority of faculty has been to increase collaborations inside and outside the university. 
Therefore, a pervasive tone of collaboration and inclusion permeates the department. AgLEC faculty have 
engaged in educational efforts with other departments in CASNR and divisions ofIANR, several 
departments in the College of Educatiol1 and Human Sciences, College ofArchitecture, Center for Great 
Plains Studies, Center for Applied and Rural Innovation, and Extended Education and Outreach. As a 
result, arrangements have been made to cross list courses, develop joint undergraduate minors, joint 
graduate specializations and engage in multi-disciplinary, multi-agency research and service projects. In 
some instances, AgLEC has taken the lead in these relationships; in others, the department has provided 
the pedagogical or theoretical basis for the work of collaborative teams. Regardless, AgLEC has made 
substantial strides in establishing itself as a viable partner with much to contribute to teaching, research 
and outreach/service. 
Espirit de corps 
Espirit de corps is embedded in a culture that has held teaching as a paramount objective throughout the 
history of the department. Based on that belief system comes a standard ofteaching excellence. Faculty 
conversations can be heard about teaching where ideas are shared, advice is requested and given freely. 
There is a climate of support which was indicated in the latest Gallup survey. AgLEC faculty and staff 
recorded some of the highest scores in IANR and UNL. 
Incentives for Teaching Excellence 
Promotion and tenure are strong incentives for faculty on tenure lines. Teaching portfolios are part of the 
promotion and tenure package. Our department has a past history of faculty being promoted to full 
professor based on a record of excellent teaching. The department is fortunate to have a college dean who 
supports excellent teaching. New applicants are required to submit a record of teaching excellence along 
with a teaching philosophy, and a demonstration of their teaching. Teaching evaluations are an important 
criteria for salary increases. Senior faculty are dedicated to excellent teaching by what they say and do; 
this encourages junior faculty to excel as well. The majority of AgLEC faculty have received recognition 
and awards for teaching at the university, college, and national levels. 
Development of Good Teaching and Curriculum Innovation 
Doctoral students who are planning on teaching are given the opportunity to teach an introductory course 
that has a strong mentoring component. A senior faculty member meets frequentIywith this group to 
share teaching ideas. They receive feedback from classroom observations and are encouraged to 
participate in ollr college teaching course. The college teaching course that was developed years ago 
continues to attract faculty and students from other departments. The college and department have 
continuously supported the purchase and installation of the latest technologies to enhance teaching, i.e., a 
state-of-the-art classroom with PolyCom distance delivery capability. 
Faculty are encouraged to use the latest research on student learning and teaching. Heavy emphasis is 
placed on matching theory with practice. Some examples that could be observed in departmental 
classrooms are: a) a day long simulation where students must demonstrate learned skills, b) in-class and 
out-of-class experiential activities, c) field trips, and d) PowerPoint presentations are enhanced with 
sound and videos. All students are required to be part of an internship experience with on-site supervision 
by faculty including biweekly reports via Blackboard. 
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Faculty have a history of seeking grants to improve teaching. Earlier grants from the Fund for the 
Improvement of Postsecondary Teaching (FIPSE), W.K. Kellogg Foundation and a USDA six-year 
national effort to change the reward system. A current grant from USDA to develop an interdisciplinary 
curriculum across CASNR encourages students in learning communities to continue the cohort learning 
groups throughout the four-year experience. 
The impact of department teaching can be measured in several ways. Students consistently rank our 
courses in the top percentile across the college. Many of our courses, undergraduate and graduate, are 
electives for students across the campus and are consistently filled to capacity. Other departments stich as 
Navy and Air Force ROTC have selected our courses because of the quality of the curriculum and 
teaching. AgLEC faculty mentor other faculty in Extension workshops on teaching and develop new 
courses in motivation, inner-cultural aspects, and power and influence. 
Teaching Improvements 
During the academic year 2005-06, AgLEC began an examination of the curriculum of one of our core 
courses, ALEC 102 Interpersonal Skills for Leadership. The course typically offers six to eight sections 
per semester and is a requirement for many CASNR majors as well as some non-CASNR majors. To 
ensure that the course continues to meet the changing needs ofour students and potential employers who 
might employ them, data is being gathered and examined from a number ofsources. Course evaluations 
from all sections have been compiled from two semesters. Informal interviews with employers of CASNR 
majors were conducted to determine the most pressing interpersonal needs for the job market. An AgLEC 
masters student is conducting a follow-up study for a thesis project to formalize employer feedback. 
Some changes have been implemented after examination of initial data and an IRB-approved study is 
being conducted to determine the effectiveness of these changes. 
Critical Thinking Project 
In 2004 two graduate students, supervised by the department head, conducted a study to determine if 
active learning practices from one ofthe undergraduate courses resulted in an increase in critical thinking 
skills. The outcome was favorable showing that critical thinking skills did improve by the end of the 
semester. The graduate students, both ofwhom are now employed as faculty at UNL, are in the process of 
repeating this study with a larger sample and expanding the scope to include other variables such as 
overall grade point average, expected grade in the course, emotional intelligence and intercultural 
sensitivity. Results ofthis research will help our teaching methodology. 
New Courses in AgLEC 
In response to student demand, AgLEC undertook a project to expand the leadership and spiritual 
leadership curriculum this past year. Informal interviews and surveys were conducted with several of our 
existing students. Leadership faculty examined this data along with a survey of leadership courses at 
comparable programs at higher education institutions. The result was the creation and approval of three 
new leadership courses in our department: Leadership and Motivation; Leadership, Power and Influence; 
and Leadership and Diversity. The courses are being offered at both the graduate and undergraduate 
levels (400/800). Additionally, an existing course, Supervisory Leadership, which was being offered at 
the graduate level, was expanded to include an offering at the undergraduate level as well. During the 
2006 fall semester, the first of the three courses was offered and filled immediately. Great interest is 
already being expressed for the other two courses, which will be offered in the spring of 2007. 
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Teaching Conference Participation 
Dr. Lloyd Bell has been actively involved in "brain-based research" to increase effectiveness and 
comprehensiveness in his courses. Recent participation in the 2005 Public Infonnation Resources, Inc. 
(PIRI) Learning and the Brain Conference provides a concrete example how information and knowledge 
gained from this experience have been integrated in his courses. The conference targeted rewiring the 
brain and focused on using brain plasticity to enhance learning and treat learning disorders. Since Dr. Bell 
teaches courses specifically designed to train current or future teachers, the relevance ofthis knowledge 
becomes immediate, as undergraduate and graduate students are able to integrate these concepts into their 
discussions and debate. Courses directly impacted by Dr. Bell's involvement in "brain-based research" 
are ALEC 413 Program Planning and ALEC 805 Advanced Teaching Strategies. 
Dr. Dann Husmann is currently involved in the UNL's Peer Teaching Project. This project is designed to 
allow instructors of a specific course to take a close look at the desired outcomes for students. The course 
Dr. Husmann is using in this project is ALEC 234 Planning Leadership and Experience Programs and will 
be taught during the spring semester of2007. Dr. Husmann has also been involved in a national project 
designed to redesign the methods course delivered in undergraduate programs offering agricultural 
education (preparing students to be teachers in agricultural education at the secondary education level). 
He has collaborated with colleagues from other land grant institutions in the nation in developing and 
designing a methods course which could be shared among all institutions who prepare agricultural 
education teachers. 
Dr. Leverne Barrett regularly attends the National Association ofColleges and Teachers of Agriculture 
(NACTA) conference. His involvement in these conferences over the past few years has affected his 
classes by engaging students in determining, for example, the weight of each assignment within a wide 
parameter, involving the inclusion of more humor in classes (via videos), and increasing the number and 
amount of experiential activities in classes he teaches. 
Contribution and Impact of Teaching Scholarship 
AgLEC makes several strong contributions to scholarship on instruction. For example, Dr. Fritz and 
others produced a highly regarded textbook currently used by more than 112 UNL students in ALEC 102 
and students at other universities. Dramaturgical teaching by Dr. Barbuto has been presented nationally; 
teaching in ALEC 302 fonned the base for these methods. Transfonnationalleadership, a concept studied 
by Drs. Barbuto, Fritz, Wheeler and several graduate students, is the basis for UNL workshops on 
"transformational advising." Dr. King has studied the use ofmultimedia in online teaching and the 
research forms the basis for two doctoral dissertations. Instructional strategies research is leading to a 
book examining online instruction. Dr. Bell's research on diversity is proving useful for inservice 
teachers. Dr. Wheeler has been a major player in the Professional and Organizational Development in 
Higher Education Network serving as president and developing workshops to improve teaching. 
Use of New Technologies 
Faculty in AgLEC make good use of new technologies and new teaching methods to improve instruction 
as evidenced by very positive CIEQ scores (instmctional evaluations by students). Video and audio 
conferencing software was used by Dr. Wheeler to connect students in his cross cultural leadership class 
to students in Mexico during a summer session. Dr. Bell employs PolyCom (video over IP) to teach 
students throughout Nebraska while Dr. Fritz and others used satellite systems to teach a freshman 
interpersonal skills class to Nebraska College ofTechnical Agriculture (NCTA) students. Dr. Husmann 
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makes use of Breeze to communicate with students; additionally, he digitally videos students 
demonstrating teaching techniques and then produces DVDs for student feedback and portfolios. 
Dr. King teaches distance education using Blackboard, embedded videos, and wide ranging instructional 
strategies. Students in his ALEC presentation and multimedia classes post PowerPoints, graphics, text, 
and audio files for grading. Dr. Barbuto uses Blackboard with streaming video in his distance classes and 
focuses on online, small group discussion; he also has produced several training modules on DVD. 
Dr. Matkin used the discussion function in Blackboard to have students complete journaling assignments. 
Dr. Barrett posts PowerPoints with audio on Blackboard for his ALEC 202 students while Dr. Moody has 
her ALEC 305 students use PolyCom to present practice lessons, readying them to teach in Nebraska 
schools. The range of instructional strategies make learning more available and multi-dimensional. 
Support for AdvisinglMentoring/Student Associations/lnternships 
Advising All undergraduate students are advised by unit faculty. Not only do undergraduates receive 
faculty advising for semester course selection, they also receive direct faculty advising on such matters as 
substitution/waiver decision making, securing scholarships and other financial assistance, student loan 
extensions, and advice for dual majoring and minors. Most advising is provided by an open door policy. 
Several faculty members, Dr. Lloyd Bell and Professor Emeritus O.S. Gilbertson, have been recognized 
for outstanding undergraduate advising through receipt of the L. W. Crowe Outstanding Undergraduate 
Student Advising Award presented annually by CASNR. 
During the fall 2006 semester, Dr. Jay Barbuto has planned and conducted an advising series for the 
entire UNL campus on Transformational Advising. The series is comprised of five sessions on such topics 
as full range advising, individualized consideration, intellectual stimulation, inspiration motivation, and 
idealized influence. In a mentoring capacity, Dr. Barbuto has included undergraduate and graduate major 
students, Jody Soester and Joanna Story, respectfully. 
Graduate advising is conducted in the same one-on-one procedure as undergraduate advising. Upon entry 
to the Leadership Education graduate area, students are immediately assigned to a graduate faculty 
advisor. To facilitate student transition into the program, a noon seminar (ALEC 904 Seminar in 
Leadership) is conducted each semester for the purpose of acclimating students to graduate terminology, 
expectations, courses, and a review of research ideas and practice. 
Mentoring - Undergraduate mentoring occurs in AgLEC as a natural extension of the advising process. 
All majors (Agricultural Education-teaching, Agricultural Education-leadership, Agricultural Journalism) 
require a capstone experience of either student teaching or internship. Throughout the curriculum, course 
work is related to capstone experience, which is related to professional entry. From the beginning of the 
freshman year, students receive mentoring on professional expectations, are directed toward successful 
professional role models, and their work is critiqued in relation to professional expectation. Students are 
introduced to professional organizations and receive both face-to-face as well as media contact with 
professional publications. In the case of beginning agricultural education teachers, a collaborative 
mentoring program (ALEC 804) between AgLEC, the Nebraska Department of Education and the 
Nebraska Agricultural Educators Association, supports new graduates in their transition from student to 
professional status. 
Graduate mentoring begins during the advising process and intensifies as specific professional student 
interest becomes evident. ALEC 904 Seminar in Leadership provides initial mentoring dialogue. Then, 
through advisor and committee direction, professional meetings and publication opportunities are 
recommended. Collaborative research and presentation opportunities between student and faculty provide 
insight toward professional expectations. ALEC 995 doctoral seminars provide an opportunity for 
doctoral students to work closely with a faculty member on research projects. 
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Should a graduate student indicate teaching interest, the first step is to apply for a teaching assistantship. 
If accepted, the student is assigned to teach an undergraduate section of ALEC 102 Interpersonal Skills in 
Leadership. Instructors of this course assemble weekly to discuss teaching and management questions. It 
serves as a support network for beginning teaching assistants. Another aspect within instructional 
mentorship is the graduate program requirement of ALEC 805 Advanced Teaching Strategies. This 
provides all students with a solid foundation of college teaching methods and strategies. If preferred, a 
student can follow ALEC 805 with a practicum teaching experience, ALEC 905. This continues the 
instructional refinement initiated in ALEC 805 through continued peer mentoring. A third enhancement 
for professional growth through peer mentoring is formally supplied through an independent study 
activity of professional portfolio development. 
Student Associations Student associations are supported at all levels oftl.;e program. The Graduate 
Student Association (GSA) operates with officers who regularly attend departmental faculty meetings. 
During faculty meetings they report on GSA activities and comment on departmental issues of relevance 
and interest. 
Undergraduate student associations consist of the Ag Ed Club, which also maintains national membership 
with Alpha Tau Alpha, the UNL FFA Alumni Chapter, and the Agricultural Communicators of 
Tomorrow (ACT). Each of these student associations is actively advised by a departmental faculty 
member. These associations regularly participate in meetings of their respective regional and national 
affiliates. Both ACT and Ag Ed Club have hosted regional affiliate meetings on the UNL campus in the 
last five years. These student associations maintain active programs of work that include professional 
development meetings as well as community service activities. The associations enjoy the financial 
support of AgLEC in facilitating their activity agenda. 
Internships - The tradition of AgLEC offers a formal approach to undergraduate student planning and 
completion of internships. In all three majors, a capstone experience of 10 to 16 weeks for major 
completion is required. This experience begins on campus under the direction of an assigned faculty 
member. During this time period, students document the purpose and objectives for their internship. It is 
on the basis of the student purpose and objectives that an internship is selected. Students are involved in 
the selection and often will visit several internship sights before a final selection is made. A contract of 
understanding between student, department and internship site is formalized prior to initiating the 
internship. During the internship, students file weekly reports on their progress. At least one on-site 
visitation (three in the teacher endorsement program) by the supervising faculty member is conducted 
during the intemship period. At the conclusion ofall experiences, a debriefing is conducted with selected 
faculty members. The purpose of the debriefing is to measure student attainment of intended purpose and 
objectives and to assess relevance of course work instruction in relation to actual internship experience. 
Prior to the capstone experiences, students will begin early field experiences during the second semester 
of their freshman year. The purposes of early field experience is to ground theory with real world 
professional experience, assess student satisfaction of major selection to real world employment 
opportunities, and to adjust course selection decisions based upon personal assessment of necessary skill 
competency. 
Modes and Styles Appropriate to tlte Discipline - The agricultural education-teaching major facu lty 
maintain a monthly meeting agenda with the agricultural education consultant staff ofthe Nebraska 
Department of Education. Through that agenda, the issues ofthe profession are in constant dialogue of 
state leadership. Both entities maintain regular attendance and participation in regional and national 
conferences of the profession to assure coordination with the national dialogue. 
The agricultural education-leadership program is recognized as the national leader in the agricultural 
leadership curriculum area. The program maintains an active research agenda and continues to expand the 
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undergraduate as well as graduate curriculum course offering. Recent graduates of the doctoral program 
have initiated leadership programs at Virginia Tech and assumed faculty positions in leadership 
instnlction at Fort Hays State University in Kansas, Sam Houston State University in Texas, and the 
University of Conception in Chile. 
The agricultural journalism major is a joint program with the UNL College of Journalism and Mass 
Communications. This broader faculty affiliation provides interface with communication modes and style 
in current practice within advertising, broadcast and news editorial areas. A similar comprehensiveness is 
attained within CASNR regarding agricultural science and natural resources as it relates to production 
agriculture, agricultural policy, or public relations. 
Quality of the MajorlProgram 
Members of the External Review Team in 2003, the last five-year review, described AgLEC as one of the 
"leading departments in the country." The Review Team's report included the following assessments. 
"The AgLEC faculty is a highly dedicated, hard working, student-oriented faculty group that functions 
efficiently and effectively as a team. The faculty is service-minded, responsive, and creative in providing 
solutions to opportunities and challenges. In addition, this is a very personable, approachable faculty team 
that genuinely enjoys interactions with students and all client groups. A positive attitude prevails 
throughout the department and a strong sense offamily and community is evident. Faculty members are 
engaged in teaching, research and outreach/service regardless of their formal assignment. The 
involvement of adjunct and emeriti faculty has been very positive, since budget constraints have limited 
opportunities for growth and expansion of department programs. Faculty members appear to have strong 
connections with constituent groups and develop positive, long-term relationships with students that carry 
into students' professional careers. This faculty team has a problem solving orientation, always searching 
for ways to strengthen programs in the department. Faculty members in the unit have invested a great deal 
of time and energy in planning programs and targeting outcomes." 
"Student/client satisfaction with the program is high. The department reaches across the State through its 
distance-delivered masters degree program. This significant investment typifies the faculty view that the 
unit must be responsive to needs of the clientele. Students recognize and appreciate the approachability of 
the faculty and enjoy the family-style atmosphere in the department. In addition, the department receives 
excellent support from its external Advisory Council" the External Review Team reported. 
The department's strategic plan for 2003-08 is included in the supporting documents. 
Quality of Program for Non-Majors 
Members of the department take pride in serving all students. Many of the courses are extremely popular 
among non-majors. Steps are taken to ensure serving the needs of students adequately and in the best 
possible ways. For example, ALEC 102 Interpersonal Skills for Leadership is required for all Electrical 
Engineering students. The department has conducted interviews and examined feedback from Electrical 
Engineering students. A masters level student is conducting a research project on how to best meet the 
needs of these students in ALEC 102 and other courses they may take in AgLEC. As a result, faculty 
members believe the course has been improved not only for Electrical Engineering students but for all 
students enrolled through tailoring examples to fit various disciplines. 
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AgLEC's curriculum committee frequently discusses the prevalence of non-majors in our undergraduate 
coursework and strategizes ways to make sure we are addressing the needs of non-majors in whatever 
ways possible. 
AgLEC's leadership curriculum is intentionally planned to meet the various needs of students at three 
levels of leadership. The department offers courses in personal or interpersonal leadership, team or group 
levels of leadership, and finally in organizational or community leadership. Students learn from well 
respected and well published faculty and participate in a number of experiential activities designed to help 
them function in their own chosen careers. Many students take ALEC 102 as a requ irement, but then 
continue on to other levels of leadership. 
AgLEC offers a number of minors designed specifically for non-majors who are interested in graduating 
not only with a quality degree, but also the additional leadership skills and knowledge to increase their 
value in today's job marketplace. Students can choose a minor in Environmental Communication, 
Environmental Education, or Leadership and Communications. This past year AgLEC added three new 
undergraduate leadership courses to the curriculum based on research results from industry employers, 
student feedback and faculty observations. 
Quality of Graduate Program 
In a recent five-year departmental review our graduate programs were described as being the most 
advanced in the leadership field among peer departments. Over the past several years the department has 
revamped its graduate curriculum with more than ten new permanent course offerings. Enrollment in 
these courses has consistently approached or exceeded capacity. Our masters program has grown from 
just over 20 graduate students in 1998 to well over 100 graduate students today. This has been achieved 
while withstanding a reduction in FTE for graduate faculty. 
Graduate students have won numerous teaching and research awards in collaboration with faculty 
supervisors and advisors. Additionally, several graduate students have attended and peer-reviewed for 
regional and national academic conferences. Some have peer-reviewed for academic journals. As part of 
degree requirements, all graduate students must pursue and submit a research publication during their 
programs. Upon graduation our students have consistently had multiple job offers to select from (ranging 
from faculty positions, consulting, cooperative extension, and industry) - which is a testament to both the 
quality of our program and the quality of students that it attracts. 
Part-Time Faculty 
AgLEC provides opportunities for quality doctoral students to obtain necessary teaching experience 
during their academic programs. Students are carefully screened for previous experience and credentials, 
and are offered teaching assistantships if they are eligible. AgLEC provides an in-depth teaching 
orientation and includes teaching assistants in department meetings and communication networks. 
Teaching assistants have offices in the same vicinity as faculty and have opportunities to interact and 
collaborate both formally and informally in this setting. Ongoing meetings and professional development 
activities are provided throughout the teaching experience. AgLEC prides itself in providing the very best 
experience for our undergraduate students whether their courses are taught by seasoned faculty or 
experienced doctoral students. 
AgLEC offers courtesy appointments to select doctoral graduates who have met specifically-identified 
qualifications. This provides select recent graduates of our program as well as other highly qualified 
Ph.D. graduates on our campus an opportunity to utilize their skills and allows AgLEC to add course 
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sections or specialized coursework when the demand arises. Courtesy appointments are screened 
carefully, evaluated yearly, and though not guaranteed teaching appointments, are included in 
departmental communications and select meetings. 
Quality of Teaching in Outreach Programs 
The qual ity of teaching for faculty who have Extension appointments is measured via the Extension 
Accomplishments Reporting System (EARS). Each program conducted must have quality indicators of 
impact. Electronic EARS reports are reviewed annually by administration. If they can demonstrate 
sufficient impact on the audience the report is archived for public access. Our faculty have numerous 
accepted reports. Other faculty who do not have Extension appointments are frequently sought after to 
make presentations. Extension faculty have conducted in depth leadership work with communities 
through the Community Resource Development Action Team and collaboration with the Home Town 
Competitiveness Program. 
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AgLEC Faculty Appointments 
2006-07 
Name Rank/Tenure! %FTE Institution/Degree Yrs. in Dept. 
Barbuto, John E. Jr. 
(Jay) 
Assoc. Prof./T .50 Teaching 
.50 Research 
U. Rhode Island, Ph.D. 9 
Barrett, Leveme A. Professor/T .75 Teaching 
.25 Extension 
Penn State, Ed.D. 26 
Bell, Lloyd C. Assoc. Prof.lT 1.00 Teaching U. Nebraska, Ph.D. 16 
Ellis, Jason E. InstructorlN .75 Teaching 
.25 Extension 
Iowa State University, 
Ph.D. (December 2006) 
new 
Fairchild, Patricia J. Assoc. Prof./T .25 Teaching 
.75 Extension 
Boston U., Ed.D. 6 
Husmann, Dann E. ProfessoriT .75 Teaching 
.25 Extension 
U. Nebraska, Ph.D. 6 
King, James W. Assoc. Prof.lT .75 Teaching 
.25 Research 
Indiana u., Ed.D. 10 
Matkin, Gina S. Senior 
LecturerlNA 
1.00 Teaching U. Nebraska, Ph.D. 1 
Moody, Linda D. Senior 
LecturerlNA 
.30 Teaching 
.70 Student Involvement 
U.Nebraska, Ph.D. 12 
Wheeler, Daniel W. Professor/T .25 Teaching 
.25 Research 
.50 Administrative 
SUNY-Buffalo, Ph.D. 4 
IT=Tenured; N=Non-tenured; NA=Not Applicable (non tenure-leading appointment). 
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AgLEC Faculty/Student Awards 
John E. Barbuto, Jr. - 2006 Teaching Fellow, Initiative for Teaching and Learning Excellence, UNL 
Lloyd C. Bell- 2006 Distinguished Teaching Award, North Central Region, American Association for 
Agricultural Education 
Richard L. Fleming - 2006 Award for Distinguished Service, Nebraska FFA Association. 
Richard L. Fleming - 2006 Outstanding Cooperation Award, National Association of Agricultural 
Educators 
Kurtis Harms - 2006 Scholarship, National Association of Farm Broadcasters 
John E. Barbuto, Jr. - 2005 Teaching Fellow, Initiative for Teaching and Learning Excellence, UNL 
Lloyd C. Bell- 2005 Outstanding Agricultural Educator Award, North Central Region, American 
Association for Agricultural Education 
Amy Boren 2005 Certificate of Recognition for Contributions to Students from the UNL Parents 
Association/Teaching Council; Farmers National Company Fellowship 
Patricia 1. Fairchild - 2005 Certificate of Recognition for Contributions to Students from the UNL 
Parents Association/Teaching Council 
Richard L. Fleming - 2005 Outstanding Agricultural Cooperation Award, Nebraska Agricultural 
Educators Association 
Susan M. Fritz, Connie Reimers-Hild, James W. King, Daniel W. Wheeler 2005 Best Paper Award, 
Distance Learning and Administration Conference, University of West Georgia. 
Gina S. Matkin - 2005 KUDOS Award, Board of Regents, University ofNebraska 
Linda D. Moody -2005 Chancellor's Exemplary Service to Students Award 
Jennifer Moss 2005 Holling Family Award Teaching Assistant Teaching Excellence Award. 
John E. Barbuto, Jr. - 2004 Excellence in Graduate Education from the UNL Office of Graduate Studies 
Lloyd C. Bell- 2004 L.K. Crowe Outstanding Undergraduate Student Advisor 
Patricia J. Fairchild and Jac1yn M. Gisburne - Best Paper award at the Distance Learning Administration 
Conference, Jekyll Island, GA. 
Richard L. Fleming - CASNR Week 2004 Superior Academic Advising Award 
Dann E. Husmann - 2004 Junior Faculty Holling Family Award for Teaching Excellence, College of 
Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources, UNL 
Linda D. Moody - CASNR Week 2003 Outstanding Advisor Award Nominee; Awesome Advisor 
Award, Burr Hall 
Richard L. Fleming - 2003 Certificate of Recognition for Contributions to Students from the UNL 
Parents Association/Teaching Council 
Susan M. Fritz - CASNR Week 2003 Outstanding Advisor Award Nominee 
Deana M. Namuth, Susan M. Fritz, Ashu Guru, Patricia M. Hain, Donald Lee, Carol A. Speth, Scott 
J. Nissen and Tracy M. Sterling - ADEC Excellence in Distance Education Award, Honorable 
Mention. 
John E. Barbuto, Jr. - Holling Family Junior Faculty Family Award for Teaching Excellence 
Lloyd C. Bell- CASNR NACTA Teaching Award of Merit 
James W. King - NACTA Teaching Fellow 
Linda D. Moody- nominated by students for the CASNR Outstanding Teaching Award 
Richard L. Fleming - Sue Tidball Award for Creative Humanity Nominee 
Linda D. Moody- Distinguished Service Award from the Nebraska FFA 
S. Kay Rockwell- ACDINOCA, Certificate of Achievement for outstanding contributions to the 
International Agricultural Degree Program Development II Project in Russia, April 2001 
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Conferences Attended by AgLEC Faculty and Students 
Academic Chairperson Conference 
Agricultural Communicators of Tomorrow (ACT) 
American Association for Ag Education (AAAE) 
Association for Career and Technical Education ofNebraska (ACTEN) 
Association for International Agricultural & Extension Education (AIAEE) 
Association of Leadership Educators 
Community Outreach Partnership Centers (COP C) 
Distance Education Teaching and Learning 
Gallup Leadership Institute Summit 
Greenleaf Center Conference 
Institute of Behavioral and Applied Management (IBAM) 
International Leadership Association 
Mid-Winter In-Service Workshop for Nebraska Agricultural Education Teachers 
Midwest Academy of Management 
National Agricultural Education Inservice 
National Research Conference ofAmerican Association ofAgricultural Educators 
National Science Teachers' Association Conference 
NCA-24 Ag Education Research 
Nebraska Department ofEducation (NDE) INVEST Conference 
Nebraska Distance Learning Association 
Nebraska Educational Technology Association 
Nebraska Agricultural Educators Association (NAEA) 
North American Colleges and Teachers of Agriculture (NACTA) 
North Central Region AAAE 
Professional and Organizational Development Network in Higher Education 
Servant Leadership Conference 
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AgLEC Student Achievements 
Kristyn Harms NAAE (National Association of Agricultural Educators, Inc.) Upper Division 
Agricultural Education Scholarship, August 2000; Chancellor's Scholar (4.0 grade point 
average during entire academic career), May 2001 
Lilian Gomez-Alvarez - 2003 North American Colleges and Teachers of Agriculture (NACTA) 
Graduate Teaching Assistant Award 
Amy Rasmussen - 2003-04 National FF A Central Region Vice President, National FF A 
Convention; Outstanding Career and Technical Education Postsecondary Student Award, 
NASD CTE Conference, Washington, D.C. 
Ann Gotschall, from Atkinson was honored as the 2005 Gamma Sigma Delta Outstanding 
Senior. This is the first time that a transfer student has received this honor. Ann received a 
degree in horticulture from SCC Beatrice and is currently majoring in teaching and 
leadership in AgLEC. 
Scholarships 
Amber D. Haugland, $1,000 national scholarship from CropLife America; $300 undergraduate 
teaching assistant scholarship from the Capital City Kiwanis Club, 2003-04. 
Jonathan D. Sellemick $500 NAAE Upper Division Agricultural Education Scholarship 
(presented at the AT A Conclave during the National FF A Convention last October in 
Louisville, Kentucky), 2003-04. 
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AgLEC Refereed Journal Articles - Published 
Barbuto, J.E., Cundall, S., & Fritz, S.M. (2005, 10/02). Motivation, charismatic and transformational, 
leadership: A test of antecedents. Journal of Leadership and Organizational Studies, 11 :4, 26-40. 
Barbuto, J.E., Fritz, S.M., Matkin G.S., & Marx, D. (2005, 08128). Gender, education and age, and 
leaders' lise of influence tactics and full-range leader behaviors. Sex Roles: A Journal of Research. 
Blanton, KK, & Barbuto, J.E. (2005, OS/25). Cultural constraints in the workplace: An experiential 
exercise utilizing Hofstede's dimensions; Journal of Management Education, 29:654-666. 
Fink, L.D., Ambrose S, & Wheeler, D. (2005, 01/27). Becoming a professional engineering educator: A 
new role for a new era. Journal of Engineering Education, Special Issue: The Art & Science of 
Engineering Ed, 94:185-194. 
Moss, J.A., Barbuto, J.E., Matkin, G.S., & Chin, T. (2005, 03/25). Influence of Sex Differences in 
Leaders' Behavior. PsychologicaJ Reports, 96, 499-510. 
Reimers-Hild, c., King, J.W., Foster, J.E., Fritz, S.M., Waller, S.S. & Wheeler, D.W. (2005,07/01). A 
Framework for the "Entrepreneurial Learner" of the 21st Century. Online Journal of Distance Learning 
Administration, Summer, 8:2, 1-9. http:www.westga.edu/%7Edistance/ojdlalsummer82/hild82.htm. 
Skelton, P., Josiah, S.1., King, J.W., Brandle, J.R., Helmers, G., & Francis, C.A. (2005, 10/21). Adoption 
of riparian forest buffers on private lands in Nebraska, Journal ofSmall-Scale Forest Economics, 
Management and Policy, 4:2, 185-203. 
Ambrose, S., Fink, L.D., & Wheeler, D. (2004). Becoming a professional engineering educator: A new 
role for a new era. Journal ofEngineering Education. 
Barbuto, J.E., Fritz, S.M., & Plummer, B.A. (2004). Is there a difference between agriculture/natural 
resources and non-agriculture/natural resources majors' motivation sources? NACTA Journal, 48(3), 
30-35. CASNR 03-16. 
Barbuto, J.E., Trout, S.K, & Brown, L.L. (2004). Identifying the sources of motivation of adult rural 
workers. Journal ofAgricultural Education, 45(3), 11-21. 
Burbach, M.E., Matkin, G.S., & Fritz, S.M. (2004). Teaching critical thinking in an introductory 
leadership course utilizing active learning strategies: A confirmatory study. College Student Journal, 
38(3),482-493. CASNR 03-15. 
Fairchild, P., Vigna, D. & Fassett, J. (2004). Celebrating 4-H, Youth, and Technology: The Nebraska 4-H 
Cyber Fair (Feature Article). Journal ofExtension, 42(3), 1-8. 
Fritz, S., Husmann, D., Wingenbach, G., Rutherford, T., Egger, V., & Wadhwa, P. (2004). Awareness 
and acceptance of biotechnology issues among youth, undergraduates, and adults. AgBioForum, 6(4), 
178-184. Available: www.agbioforum.org. CED #1016. 
Fritz, S., Speth, C., Barbuto, J.E., Jr., & Boren, A. (2004). Exploring relationships between college 
students' learning styles and motivation. Psychological Reports, 95, 969-974. ARD #14401. 
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Fritz, S., Ward, S., Byrne, P, Harms, K., & Namuth, D. (2004). Agricultural biotechnology training for 
extension educators, Journal ofExtension, 42 (1). Available: www.joe.org/joe/2004february/rb6.shtml 
Fritz, S., Ward, S., Byrne, P., Namuth, D., & Egger, V. (2004). Short and long-term impacts of 
biotechnology education on professionals that communicate science to the public. Journal ofNatural 
Resources and Life Sciences Education, 33, 111-116. CASNR 03-14. 
Gage, AJ., Mumma, S., & Fritz, S. (2004). Exploring the Bermuda Triangle: Review of gender, societal, 
team and individual leadership theories. Journal ofLeadership Education. Available: 
www.fhsu.edu/jole/issuesI10LE_3_2.pdf. ARD #14471 
Goertzen, B., & Fritz, S. (2004). Does sex of dyad members really matter? A review of leader-member 
exchange. Journal ofLeadership Education. www.fhsu.eduljole/issuesI10LE_3_2.pdf. ARD #14438. 
Harms, K.M., Fritz, S., & Rockwell, S.K. (2004). The impact of character education curricula on youth 
educators. Journal ofLeadership Education. (Feature article) www.fhsu.edu/jole/issuesI10LE_3_3.pdf 
Kalkowski, K.L., & Fritz, S. (2004). A survey of gender-related motivation studies: Subordinate status, 
roles and stereotyping. Journal ofLeadership Education. www.fhsu.edu/jole/issuesI10LE_3_2.pdf. 
Husmann, D., Fritz, S., Bell, L., & Timm, P. (2004). Administrators and teacher perceptions ofNebraska 
Career and Technical Education. 10urnal ofVocational Education Research. 
Mamo, M., Kettler, Husmann, D., & McCallister, D. (2004). Assessment of an On-line Erosion 
Lesson as a Teaching Tool in Introductory Soil Science. NACTA, 47-52. 
Smith, K., Matkin, G., & Fritz, S. (2004). A review of gender and full-range leadership and suggestions 
for future research. Journal ofLeadership Education. www.fhsu.edu/jole/issuesI10LE_3_2.pdf. 
Vukovljak, L, & King, J.W. (2004). Tools for lifelong learning. Journal ofAHlMA (American Health 
Information Management Association, 75(6),40-43. 
Barbuto, J. E., Brown, L. L., Wheeler, D. W., & Wilhite, M. S. (2003). Motivation, altruism, and 
generalized compliance: Preliminary results of a field study of organizational citizenship behaviors. 
Psychological Reports, 92,498-502. ARD #13838. 
Barbuto, 1. E., Bugenhagen, M., Braband, 1., & Matkin, G. S. (2003). Encouraging creativity and 
intellectual stimulation: An exercise that forces students to think outside of the box. Journal of 
Behavioral and Applied Management, 4,219-229. CASNR#01-2. 
Barbuto, J. E., Fritz, S·. M., & Plummer, B. A. (2003). Sex differences among the five sources of 
motivation in the Motivation Sources Inventory: Preliminary findings. Psychological Reports, 93,47-48. 
Fritz, S., Karmazin, D., Barbuto, J., & Burrow, S. (2003). Rural and urban 4-H adult volunteer leaders' 
motivation and preferred forms of recognition. Journal ofExtension, 41 (3). Available at: 
www.joe.org/joeI2003june/rbl.shtml. ARD #13056. 
Fritz, S. M., Townsend, C., Hoover, T., Weeks, W., Carter, R., & Nietfeldt, A. (2003). An analysis of 
leadership offerings in collegiate agricultural education departments. NACTA Journal, 47(3) 18-22. 
ARD #13252. 
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Husmann, D. (2003). Students evaluate an online course using Praxis Ill: The classroom environment. 
Chulalongkorn Educational Review, 9(2) 18-28. CASNR #03-4 
Wiedenhoeft, M., Simmons, S., Salvador, R., McAndrews, G., Francis, c., King, J., & Hole, D. (2003). 
Agroecosystems analysis from the grass roots: a multidimensional experiential learning course. 
J. Natural Resources and Life Sciences Education, 32, 73-79. CASNR #02-1. 
Barbuto, J.E., Fritz, S.M., & Goertzen, BJ. (2002). Leaders' anticipated and targets' self-reported 
resistance to task assignments: A replication. Psychological Reports, 90,515-520. ARD #13557. 
Barbuto, lE., Goertzen, B.J., & Fritz, S.M. (2002). Correlates between leaders' anticipation of targets' 
resistance and targets' reports of leaders' influence tactics: A replication. Psychological Reports, 91, 
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(2), 11-18. 
Francis, C., Carter, H., Carusi, C., & King, J. (2000). Before you say Yes: A planning guide for speakers. 
Journal of Extension, 38(4). www.joe.orgljoe/2000Augustltt2.html 
Frantz, G. & King, J.W. (2000). The distance education learning systems model. Educational 
Technology. 40 (3): 41-45. 
Fritz, S., Barbuto, J.E., Marx, D., Etling, A. & Burrow, S. (2000). Motivation and recognition 
preferences of 4-H volunteers. Journal ofAgricultural Education, 41 (3),40-49. ARD #12823. 
King, J.W., Nugent, G.C., Eich, J.J., Mlinek, D.L., & Russell, E.B. (2000). A Policy Framework for 
Distance Education: A Case Study and Model. The Distance Education Online Symposium (DEOS). 
10.10.(http://www.ed.psu.edu/acsde/deos/deosnews/deosnewl0_10.asp) 
King, J.W., Nugent, G.C., Russell, E.B., Eich, J., & Lacy, D.D. (2000). Policy Frameworks for Distance 
Education: Implications for Decision Makers. Online Journal ofDistance Learning Administration. 3(2). 
(http://www.westga.edu/-distance/king32.html) ARD #12874. 
Lieblein, G., Francis, C., & King, J. (2000). Conceptual Framework for Structuring Future Agricultural 
Colleges and Universities in Industrial Countries. Journal ofAgricultural Education and Extension. 
6(4): 213-222. 
Rockwell, S.K., Furgason, J.W., & Marx, D.B. (2000). Research and evaluation needs for distance 
education: a delphi study. Online Journal ofDistance Learning Administration. Available: 
http://www.westga.edu/~distance/jmain11.htmIARD #13083. 
Rockwell, S.K., Schauer, J., Fritz, S., & Marx, D. (2000). Faculty education, assistance and support 
needed to deliver education via distance. Online Journal ofDistance Learning Administration. 
Available: http://www.westga.edu/-distance/jmainII.html ARD #12965. 
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AgLEC Undergraduate Honors Theses 
Harms, Caleb (2003). Differing perspectives on the future ofrural education in Nebraska. Honors 
Thesis. (Susan M. Fritz & Dann E. Husmann) 
Miller, M. L. (2003). Administrator perceptions ofmotivators and barriers to service-learning at one 
Midwest university. Honors thesis. (Linda D. Moody) 
Timm, Paul (2003). A study ofthe human capital development impact ofCareer and Technical Education 
on Rural Nebraska. Honors Thesis. (Susan M. Fritz) 
Cent, Alana & Keown, Catherine (2000). Recommendationsfor effective collaboration: Considering 
small group dynamics during an institutional self-assessment. Joint Honors Thesis. (Susan M. Fritz) 
Harms, Kristyn (2001). Internalization ofcharacter traits by those who teach Character Counts! Honors 
Thesis. (Susan M. Fritz) 
Lane, Karyn (1999). Environmental science in rural and urban elementary programs in Nebraska. 
Honors and Environmental Studies Senior Thesis. (Susan M. Fritz) 
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AgLEC Funded Grant Projects 
Barbuto, J., Fritz, S. & Schinstock, J. Full Range Advising: Transforming the Advisor/Advisee 
Experience. Initiative for Teaching and Learning Excellence. University of Nebraska-Lincoln. $22,190. 
March 1, 2006-May 15,2007. 
Barbuto, J. Leadership Education Institutefor Faculty in Colleges ofAgriculture. Other Associates: 
Penny Pennington, Bill Weeks, Cindy Blackwell, Oklahoma State University; Christine Langone, 
University of Georgia. United States Department of Agriculture. $74,830. September 20, 2005­
October 25,2007. 
Barbuto, J. Testing the Impact ofDramaturgical Teaching in the Leadership Classroom. Initiative for 
Teaching and Learning Excellence. University ofNebraska-Lincoln. $5,000. December 2, 2004­
October 25,2006. 
Barbuto, J.E. Multi-Site Delivery ofa Leadership Development Course. UNL Office of Extended 
Education & Outreach. $6,500. March 1, 200l-May 15,2002. 
Barbuto, J.E. Web Streaming Technologies for ALEC 802 - Developing Leadership Capacity in 
Organizations. $9,500. UNL Office of Extended Education & Outreach. 2002-2003. 
Barrett, L. Rural Community Leadership Development for Sustainability. Kellogg LINC Project. 
$23,370.2003-2004. . 
Barrett, L., Brink, D., Francis, C., & Wheeler, D. Agriculture and Food System Learning Community 
USDA Challenge Grant. $98,524. August 15, 2002-July 31, 2005. 
Barrett, L. & Center for Rural Affairs. Hope and Opportunityfor People and the Environment, EPA, 
$250,000. (Center for Rural Affairs is prime contractor - HOPE Project). May 2000-2003. 
Beermann, D., & Fritz, S. 2005 Nebraska Youth BeefLeadership Symposium. Nebraska Cattlemen's 
Research and Education Foundation Board - $2,500, Nebraska Beef Council- $2,000, ConAgra­
$2,500, Individual Producers $13,000. 
Beermann, D., & Fritz, S. Preparing Youth for Leadership Careers in the Nebraska BeefIndustry. 
Nebraska Beef Council. $5,000. January 1, 2003-December 31, 2004. 
Bell, L. Electronic Databasefor Herbaceous Landscape Plantsfor the Northern Great Plains. 
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension. $10,000. September 9, 2004-June 30, 2005. 
Bell, L. NDE - Nebraska Agricultural Education Framework and Content Standards. $35,000. 
1999-2000. 
Bell, L. NN21 Visionary Food Systems Curricula Action Team. Establishment of Governor's Task 
Force on Agricultural and Natural Resources Education. $10,000. 1999-2000. 
Bell, L.C., Etling, A., & Fritz, S. ALEC 800 Program Planningfor Formal and Non-formal Education 
Audiences. UNL Office of Extended Education & Outreach. $9,800. January I-December 31, 2004. 
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Drummond, W., Waite, M., Cantarero, R., Carranza, M., Parsons, G., Larrick, S., & Fritz, S. Community 
Outreach Partnership Center Program. HUD. $384,914. December 1, 2001-November 31,2004. 
Edwards, D.E., & Fritz, S.M. Changing How Rural Students Will Learn and Earn in the 21'" Century a 
Rural Agricultural Sciences Magnet School Network. W.K. Kellogg Foundation. $200,000. May 1,2001­
August 31, 2002. 
Fairchild, P. Planning and Implementing Cooperative Extension Programs for Domestic and International 
Audiences. UNL Office of Extended Education & Outreach. $12,000. March 1, 200 I-December 31, 2001. 
Fairchild, P., Husmann, D., King, J. & Nugent, N. A Comparison Study ofCurriculum Design and 
Motivational Outcomes: Three Teachers, Three Courses, Two Platforms. UNL Office of Extended 
Education & Outreach. $11,000. March 1, 2001-May 31,2002. 
Fleming, R. Nebraska Livestock Evaluation/information Campaign Materials. Nebraska Department of 
Agriculture. $39,100. 2003-2004. 
Fritz, S. Completing the Cycle: Student Evaluation ofService Projects, Nebraska Consortium for Service­
Learning in Higher Education, August 1, 1999-May 15,2000. $2,500. 
Fritz, S. Multi-site Delivery ofInterpersonal Skillsfor Leadership. Extended Education Training Support 
and Course Development. July 1, 1999-May 15,2000. $10,000. 
Husmann, D. Characterization ofTeffAccession Linesfor the High Plains. Kansas State University 
$10,200. May 9, 2005-August 31,2006. Other Associates: Dr. Brian Olson, Kansas State University. 
Husmann, D.E. Biotechnology at Your Desktop. Phillip-Morris Shared Solutions Program. Collaboration 
with the Nebraska Ag in the Classroom Program. $27,500. January 1, 2002-December 31,2002. 
Husmann, D.E. Design and Development ofALEC 845 - Research in Leadership Education for distance 
delivery. $10,000. UNL Office of Extended Education & Outreach. 2002-03 
Husmann, D.E., Bell, L.C., & Fritz, S. Determining the State ofNebraska Career and Technical 
Education. Nebraska State Department ofEducation. $5,000. December 1, 2001-June 30, 2002. 
Jha, L., Barrett, L., Fritz, S., Williams, S., Bringelson, R., & Friesen, J. Leadership Needs Survey, Pilot 
Leadership Program for Hispanics, and Development ofa Leadership Certification Program. Cooperative 
Extension Action. $5,000. February I-June 30, 2001. 
Jones, V., & Husmann, D.lncorporating Agricultural Literacy in the Secondary School Curriculum: a 
Northeast Nebraska Example. USDA/CSREES. $39,784. 2003-2005. Other Authors: Stephanie Mann, 
Crofton Community Schools. 
King,lW. Nebraska e-Learning Pilot Project. Nebraska Department of Education. $30,000 Grant Period: 
January I-August 30, 2004. Other Authors: J. 'Stitt, ESU 10; J. Jones, Nebraska Catalyst Project; C. 
Friesen, Lincoln Public Schools; E. Elfers, Wayne State University; C. DeFrey, Westside Schools; 
M. Landis, UNO. 
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King, J. W., & Reimers-Hild, C. Developing and Implementing an Advising Center for College of 
Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources (CASNR) Distance Students. UNL Office of Extended 
Education & Outreach. $25,000. January J, 2004-June 1,2005. 
King, J., Fairchild, P., Husmann, D. & Nugent, G. K-12 Distance Education Policy Study. Nebraska 
Department of Education. $8,800. December 1, 200 I-September 30,2002. 
Moody, L., Fritz, S., & Bell, L.c. Meeting Food and Fiber System Human Capacity Needs: An Integrated 
Curriculum. USDA Higher Education Challenge Grant. $100,000. August 1, 2001-July 31, 2003. 
Moody, L., Rasmussen, M., & Fritz, S. Enhancing Student Ethnic and Gender Diversity Through 
Recruiting and Retention in CASNR UNL Faculty Liaison Task Force on Diversity. December 1, 1999­
June 30, 2000. $4,694. 
Namuth, D.M., Fritz, S.M., Lewis, N.M., &d Albrecht, J.A. Meeting Diverse Needs in Agricultural 
Biotechnology. USDA, CSREES. $313,703. September2000-September2003. 
Namuth, D., Nissen, S.1., & Fritz, S.M. Weed Science Electronic Library Modules. ADEC. $50,000. 
September I, 2001-July 31,2002. 
Wheeler, D.W. Neighborhoods in Transition: The University ofNebraska-Lincoln Community Outreach 
Partnership Center. U.S. Housing and Urban Development. $388,914. February 10, 2001-June 30, 2005. 
Project Manager (four projects; Wayne Drummond, Miguel Carranza, and Rodrigo Cantarero). 
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N 
W 
Goals 
1. Extend current collaborative 
relationships' Into more formal 
partnerships where promising and 
feasible. 
1.0a Formalize partnerships through 
crosslistings, grants. etc. (EHS. 
Journalism. CSA}. 
1.0b Strengthen association with NDE. 
2. Implement strategic ptanning. Focus 
department programs and efIDrts 
toward national prominence and 
recognll!on in target areas 
2.1 Retreat to develop strategic plan, 
revise vision. mission statements. 
and eventually action plans 
(2003·04) 
2.2 Ensure clear linkages between the 
AgLEC and IANR strategic plans 
(2004·05) 
2.3 Tighten the conneclionbetween 
facully activilies and the AgLEC 
mission (2003·08) 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 	
AgLEC Strategic. Plan (2003-08) 
Research Objectives\.. Graduate Objectives ExtensionlOutreach ObjectivesUndergraduate Objectives 
1.10 Strengthen leadership and teaching and 
departments in offering the . crosslistlngs, grants, etc. (EHS. 
1.5 Formalize partnerships through 1.7 Strengthen associations with Explore Interests of other 
extension research associalions with 
Ag Leadership opllon 
major leadership programs 
NDE. NCIP. NRDC. NACO. (2003·08) 
(Moody, Fritz) (2003·05) 
Journalism, GBA) (2003-08) (Nebraska LEAD Alumni. 
1.11 Pursue inclusion of distance and 
Submit ALEC 202, 302, 305 . 
1.6 Recruit graduate students interested in community·based leadership 
leadership queslions on Rural Poll 
proposals for IS deslgnallon 
research in leadership, and teaching programs, Nebraska and 
(King. Frilz) (2003-06) 
(Husmann. Parsons) (2003-04) 
and extension thrusts (2003-08) National FFA) (2003-08) 
0:1·04 leadership Quest (LB) Orr!. 3 1.12 Broaden research contexts wilh 
Explore service learning w.:.rkshops; LPS Community leadeJ>:hip pallicutar allention on community
Centers (DW) 2 summits. Leadershippossibilities by collaborating with contexts (2003-08) 
Academy; Hartington leadership CoreUNL Sludenlinvolvemenl (Baack, Group (LB) 1 workshop; HOPE ProgramMoody. Fairchild) (2003.05) NE Nebr (LB) 5 workshops; AglECINDE
Determine Family and Consumer hosted National FFA Pilot of life 
Science, Industrial Tech interests Knowledge Curriculum during Winter 
in co·enrollment in teacher Inservi",,; .Grelna 4-H Camp Counselor 
education courses (Husmann. BeUl Leadership Training (DH. J8); Nebraska 
(2003·04) . Youth Beef leadership Symposium (SF. 
LB) 26 youth. 
1.8 	 Expand Leadership Academy 
recruitment (Wheeler. Barrett. 
Barbuto. Fritz) (2003-06) 
1.9 	 Capitalize on the Leadership 
Academy as an integrated 
Extension and ARD effort 
(Wheeler. Barrett. Barbuto. 
Fritz) (2003.06) 
2.7 Partner wllh Nation's! FFA on "Made for 2.9 Deliver cutting edge national. regional 
teadership development 
2.4 Explore strengthening youth· 2.9 launch a leadership initiative for 
Excellence' curriculum development and local conference presentations 
(Moody. Fairchild. Barbuto, Baack) 
agricultural education teachers in 
through ALEC 802 project (Fritz. Nebraska. Iowa. Kansas (Bell, (2003-08) 
(2003·05) Wheele~ (2004-05) Barrett, Barbuto. Fritz) (2003-05) 
2.5 Publish innovations in teaching 

(2003·08) 

2.6 Support FFA CDEs (2003-08) 

(Moody. Bell. Husmann) 

_ ......_­
!'l' 
oP-. 
~. 
",·i.AgLEC Strategic Plan (2003-08) 
Undergraduate Objectives :: ':,,:, Graduate Objectives ' ExtensiontOutreach Objectives Research Objectives Goals 
' " 
3.2 Encourage wider student and faculty 3.10 Pursue seamless science education 3, Build the AgLEC research 3.6 11e student research to I3.3lmpl;~ent resea~h req~ire;;;;n~l
participation In undergraduate .enterprise project support (Frilz, King, Rockwell, • departmenl needs and mission I across all graduate programs (Graduate I 
research projects (Honors theses, 3.1 Two thmsts: 1) leadership. Bell) (2003·04) 

2) teaching and extension. 
 I ',Education and Research Committee) I (2003·08) 03..(14 Dee Ackllne, WonderwiseUCARE, etc.) (2(J03-08) 3.• 11 Reinstale an ARD departmenlal peer 
3.1a Mix of basic and applied research 
i '(2003·04)' .' I 
I ' 	 ' I dlssertallon topic; Kelly Krambeck. 4·H review process including ALEC 904 13.4 ,f'ubllclze 6111 chapter requirement In , . " I related thesl. topic; Brandy VandeWalle,with practical application to presentations (2003·0B) 
I" ,)"1asterand Doctoral pro!!rams " , ' " :' I NYBLS JOE article: Jilt Caslen, NYBLS 3.12 Pursue research projecls and funding Nebraska citizens. !,,;,::'(Graduate Educallon and Research, :. J thesis3.1b Develop long·term, grant funded, in Ihe following areas: 3.7 Have AgLEC faculty review I "':',Commlttee)(2003-04) ",,' :.'" 'I
community·based leadership 3.12a Antecedents of Leadership (Barbuto, Federal grant proposals for~.5' 'Rpqulre publishable products from ", ;'.,:,programs combining research and Fritz) (2003·08) networking and improved ":':"_A!£9_~!i.!~fI}i~!!j?:!!fl};Q~1_.:. ': ". ' . IExtension. ' 3.12b Servant Leadership (Wheeler, proposal wriHng (2003·08)' Barbulo) (2003.08) 0$·04 DH reviewed PT3 proposals fur US 
Oept of Education; SF reviewed Ohio 3.12c Youlh Development (Fairchild) (2004­
State and Idaho Stale experiment Sialion 05) 
Projects. 3.12d Distance Learning and Virtual 
Communities (I<ing and Husmann) 
3.12e Teacher as Instmclional Leader (Bell, 
Barbuto, Wheeler, I<ing) (2004·05) 
. 3.12f Value of Non-fonnal Community 
. Programs (Rockwell) (2003·05) 
-_. 
4.2 	 EmployAg Joumafism Intem to 4.5 Implement, assess and refine graduate 

and valuable unilln IANR 

4. 	 Establish/maintain AgLEC as a vital 
publish semi-annual newsletter recruitment strategies (Graduale 
(2003-OB) Education and Research Committee) 

promotion pieces (2003·0B) 

4.1 	 Refine intemal and extemal 
4.3 	 Implement, assess and refine ,.-:-;-~.QQ.~.QID_-----,---~
undergraduate recruitment 4.1a Develop a brand (2003-04) 14.6.' ':Publlcize and useobjective adlT!lsslon " 
strategies (2003-05) 4.1b Change art on AglEC walls (Fritz:. I '~:'\' criteria for graduate admission , ", '. I 
Rockwell. Parsons, Barrell, James, 4.4 	 All faculty fully engaged In 1.',:':·(Graduate Education and Research'" ".1 
undergraduate recruitment undergraduale student) (2003·05) ! 'Y;;:Commlttee) (2003.04) ... ,.,~~, .'.'. >;:'r,(2003·0B) 14,!la: P?stu~dated graduatead~lssion ;', ':: :"4.4a Develop and distribute a sequential ! ','" cmena on the AgLEC webSite .' ',.::: I
recruitment plan to AgLEC faculty I '.;{Grad~ate Education andRrsearch .:.. ,I(Bell, Moody, Fleming) (2003..()4) ~9E!!'lf!l~~!l{?-'1.o3.0jl-.:~::.:...:._·___J 
4.6b Famlliarize faculty with criteria 
(Graduate Education and Research 
Committee) (2003·04) 
4.7 	 Develop and implement marketing 
strategy for teaching and eldenslon 
-
emphasis -intemal and eldemal 
(Husmann) (Fall 2005) 
UNIVERSITY PRIORITIES 
UNL has consistently maintained two overarching priorities for six years: 
1. 	 a competitive undergraduate program which contributes to the retention of 
Nebraska's high school graduates and attracts graduates from other states; 
2. 	 a strong university research enterprise, driving economic growth, and engaged 
with Nebraskans so that they remain competitive. 
Strategies that we have already implemented in support of these two priorities are to: 
• 	 Build programs for undergraduate education that will attract highly 
talented students (e.g., through UCARE, honors, ITLE grants to improve 
curriculum) while encouraging success for all students; 
• 	 Build outstanding competitive programs (e.g., through allocation ofnew 
resources, such as funding from the Programs of Excellence and external 
grants); 
• 	 Build and support programs that serve the economic needs of Nebraska 
(e.g., through investing in contemporary agriculture and programs in 
professional schools); 
• 	 Contribute to solving challenges facing Nebraska, the nation and the 
world (e.g., through such efforts as the Water Initiative, the Center for 
Energy Science Research, the Center for Children, Youth, Families and 
Schools); and 
• 	 Contribute to the quality of life in Nebraska (e.g., through supporting arts 
and music performance, creative writing programs, the Cather project, 
and Digital Research in the Humanities) 
Strategic Priorities for the Coming Year 
1. 	 NCA Accreditation and Strategic Planning: UNL's self-study documents the 
interrelationship ofefforts in teaching, research, and engagement and focuses on 
the importance ofmatching programs with resources. As the focus of the 
accreditation, the strategic planning process should develop into one that reflects 
the realism, discipline and accountability that are important to success. There will 
continue to be meaningful discussion of priorities, opportunities, and strategies to 
move forward. 
2. 	 General Education Reform: A new program that coherently articulates our 
expectations will be implemented for the 2007 entering class. The program is to 
be practical, have clear objectives, and be based on learning outcomes: an 
"Achievement Centered Education." 
3. 	 Undergraduate Enrollment: Develop an overall enrollment target, and foster 
creative efforts to expand enrollment, such as pursuing the potential of distance 
education, ofnon-traditional students, and ofacademic units that have the 
capacity to grow. 
4. 	 Graduate Enrollment: Develop more specialized graduate programs, including 
through distance education and become more competitive for the top graduate 
students nationally, particularly in high priority programs. 
5. 	 Graduation and Retention Rates: Obtain better information on why students delay 
their graduation to determine ifthose decisions can be influenced. Determine if 
providing better fmancial planning advice might contribute to their success. 
6. 	 Research in the Life Sciences: To be at the cutting edge of life science research 
and education, UNL must develop a unified strategic plan for the life sciences. 
We must continue to forge alliances that build on existing strengths and identify 
in a systematic way the gaps in faculty expertise that must be filled. 
7. 	 Diversity: Recruit and retain faculty ofcolor, increase the number of women and 
faculty of color in disciplines in which they are under-represented. A new 
diversity plan has been drafted and it will be made available for campus comment 
and discussion so that we can arrive at a common set ofobjectives and priorities. 
UNL will also reexamine the use of funds in support of diversity to ensure their 
effectiveness. 
8. 	 International Programs: In order to maximize the advantages to the University of 
its international engagement, UNL should build upon and broaden existing 
relationships, and develop a more focused institutional program. The Lieding gift 
will make it possible to offer scholarship support for current, incoming, and law 
school students to study abroad. 
9. 	 The Web: Since the web is the most important way UNL can communicate to the 
world as an institution, all university units must transition web sites to the new 
templates and standards by August 2007. 
The University of Nebraska Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources: 

Meeting the Challenges of a Changing World, 2006 

Agriculture continues to be Nebraska's dominant industry, contributing more than $14 billion to 
the economy annually and accounting for 31 % ofall employment in the state. Yet serious 
challenges face our state's agricultural sector, challenges that the University of Nebraska­
Lincoln Institute ofAgriculture and Natural Resources (IANR) is uniquely positioned to help 
our citizens meet. 
IANR consists of the College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, the Agricultural 
Research Division, and the Extension Division. We have 12 academic units that offer 24 
undergraduate majors, 14 Masters degree programs, and 11 Ph.D. programs of study. Through 
the Extension Division and the Agricultural Research Division, we have a statewide presence 
with 190 faculty stationed across Nebraska. 
Strategic planning is an ongoing activity for IANR and is guided by a commitment to 
meaningful education, discovery, and extension education which serves Nebraska. Therefore, 
IANR planning is responsive to changes, outcome focused, interdisciplinary, seeks solutions to 
problems, fosters stewardship of the state's resources, and relies on stakeholder participation. 
Stakeholder participation is obtained through listening sessions. In 2003-2005, 35 listening 
sessions were conducted statewide and on campus. Since then, listening sessions have become 
an ongoing means of involving stakeholders in IANR's strategic planning with five s'essions 
conducted statewide in 2005-2006. 
Internal and external collaborations are important to the successful implementation ofthe plan. 
External collaborations include multi-state efforts with other land-grant universities which allow 
fA NR to expand its oppOltunities by building on a foundation ofmutual objectives and shared 
benefits that are unbounded by disciplinary or political borders. 
As new opportunities emerge, the IANR Deans' Council considers their value in light of 
existing programs, the strategic plan, and resource constraints. Weekly, the Council discusses 
the IANR faculty hiring plan (reviews position requests, releases positions that address high 
priority needs, monitors search progress, participates in interviewing, and reviews offers to 
candidates). 
Priority Goal 1: Redefine the College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources 
(CASNR) to capture its breadth and diversity ofacademic programs and to ensure 
student success in the 21st Century. 
Relation to Core Values: This priority supports the UNL core values of preparing students for 
life through learner-centered education, commitment to an uncompromising pursuit of 
excellence and creating a University culture that values diversity of ideas and people: 
Accomplishments: 
• 	 In Fall 2005, CASNR had the largest percentage increase in enrollment of any college at 

UNL, and the largest absolute increase (42 students) in enrollment. 

• 	 Based on market research, a change was not made in the CASNR name. The research wi1l 
be replicated in 3-5 years to determine if a change in the college name is warranted. 
• 	 New majors were approved in Insect Science; Hospitality, Restaurant and Tourism 
Management; and Landscape Architecture. The last two are joint majors between CASNR 
and the College ofEducation and Human Sciences and the College ofArchitecture, 
respectively. A Community Development specialization in the Master of Agriculture was 
approved. 
1 
• 	 Piloted on-line assessment (PEARL) in partnership with the College ofEducation and 

Human Sciences. 

• 	 Veterinary Medical Education Program in final stages ofapproval at Iowa State University 

and University of Nebraska. 

• 	 Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Bachelor ofScience in Natural Resources 

degrees changed to Bachelor of Science in the names of the majors. 

• 	 Faculty hires: Ag Journalism, Companion Animal (Lecturer), BeefSpecialist, Animal 

Geneticist, Microbial Ecologist, Instructional Biochemist, Biochemical Genetics (2), 

Statistical Scientist, Histologist (Lecturer), Reproductive Physiologist, Food Chemist, 

Fisheries Ecologist, River/Stream Ecologist, Biological Engineer, Non-ruminant 

Nutritionist and 4-H Professional Development Extension Educator. 

Internal Actions: 
• 	 Change the curriculum, develop new degrees and new programs. 
• 	 Explore a new interdepartmental, undergraduate major in bio-renewable fuels. 
• 	 Increase the number of undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in CASNR degree 
programs. 
• 	 Increase the number of student scholarships and internship opportunities. 
• 	 Investigate additional linkages with P-12 programs. 
Hiring Intentions: Tourism Marketing, Lodging Management, Biological Engineer, 
Veterinary Medical Parasitologist, Neurobiologist, Veterinary Immunologist, Veterinary 
Epidemiologist, Veterinary Gross Anatomist, Veterinary Pathologist, Veterinary $urgery and 
Anesthesiology, and Beef Cattle Clinical Veterinary (Temporary Lecturer). 
Timeline: 2006-2008 Develop and implement successful new programs. Finalize negotiations 
to establish ajoint Veterinary Medical Education Program with Iowa State to start in 2007. 
( 
Partners: CASNR alumni, NU Foundation, College ofEducation and Human Resources, 
College ofBusiness Administration, College ofArts and Sciences, Hixson Lied College ofFine 
and Performing Arts, Nebraska College ofTechnical Agriculture, Nebraska community 
colleges, high school counselors and administrators, Extension Division, Agricultural Research 
Division, Kansas State University, Iowa State University, University ofMissouri, Nebraska 
State Department of Education, Nebraska Science Teachers Association, National Science 
Teachers Association, Nebraska Cattlemen, Ag Builders ofNebraska. 
Benchmarks: Increased enrollments in most majors. Stabilized enrollments in some majors. 
Increased scholarships and internship opportunities. New programs and specializations. 
Increased collaborations. 
Priority Goal 2: Develop an integrated multi-disciplinary, multi-functional water 
resources program addressing Nebraska's needs that provides statewide, national and 
international leadership in water quality and quantity management in the next decade. 
Relationship to Core Values: This priority relates to a commitment to an uncompromising 
pursuit ofexcellence, stimulates research and creative work that fosters discovery, pushes 
frontiers and advances society, establishes research and creative work as the foundation for 
teaching and engagement, and engages with academic, business and civic communities 
throughout the state and the world. 
Accomplishments: 
• 	 In 2005, nearly 700 users downloaded or purchased the Water Optimizer, a decision­
support computer program to help farmers make better informed cropping choices when 
irrigation is limited. 
2 
• 	 The Republican River Basin Trrigation Management Project demonstrates research-based 
irrigation management strategies in farmers' fields and provides practical information for 
implementing these practices. In 2005, the 230 program participants estimated the 
knowledge gained was worth about $16,073 per operation, or nearly $2.9mi1lion annually. 
• 	 Extension partnered with the Nebraska Soybean Board to present Soybean Management 
Field days in 2005-participants represented 564,000 acres of cropland farmed or managed. 
Average value placed on knowledge gained and/or anticipated change in practices was 
$721 per acre with potential impact of$4,070,000. 
• 	 Educated clientele on sustainable landscape practices and integrated pest management 
techniques to protect natural resources from the runoffof excess fertilizers and improper 
pesticide application through Creating a Horticulture Paradise. 
• 	 Extension helped establish the Nebraska Onsite Waste Water Association. This Association 
sought state legislation to require state certification for on-site installers, pumpers, and 
inspectors starting in 2006. 
• 	 In 2005, more than 630 voluntarily participated in extension training on-site wastewater 
management classes for professionals focusing on water quality/environment, 
engineering/groundwater and biology/soils. 
• 	 Kansas State University and UNL continuejointresearch and extension programs to 
address atrazine levels in the Blue River Basin ofNebraska and Kansas. • 
• 	 Nebraska has taken the lead in drought mitigation education working with Colorado and 
Wyoming. 
• 	 Through a partnership with USDA's Risk Management Agency, the Groundwater Level 
Monitoring program is placing satellite uplinks on 52 rapid-response we\1s. This new 
technology will provide current wellleve\ readings online to anyone with a computer. 
• 	 Faculty hires: Irrigated Weed Specialist, Surface Hydrologist, Climate Modeler (2), 
Environmental Economist, Fisheries Ecologist, Water Resource Scientist, River/Stream 
Ecologist, Cenozoic Stratigraphy, Crops/4-H Extension Educator, and Agriculture 
Extension Educator. 
Internal Actions: 
• 	 Research-based information from IANR programs will be provided for individuals, groups, 
and decision makers that will enable informed decisions relative.to use of limited water 
supplies and protection of water quality. 
• 	 Investigate and propose alternative crops that require less applied irrigation water or are 
adapted to non-irrigated production, that will fit into Nebraska cropping systems, and for 
which a market exists. 
• 	 Analyze opportunities for shifting from irrigated to non-irrigated production or other 
enterprises that will maintain economic viability and sustainability for producers and 
communities. 
• 	 Construct decision-making support systems that enable producers, policy makers, financial 
institutions, and others to make critical decisions regarding crop production and water 
resources use. 
• 	 Expand research and extension education programs that will increase the scientific 
knowledge base and public understanding of the occurrence, movement, and quality of 
ground water, the interrelationships between ground water and surface water; and the 
ecology of Nebraska's ground water and surface water systems. 
• 	 Design research and extension education programs that analyze the water resource and 
economic impacts ofexisting or proposed public pol icies. 
• 	 Increase research and extension education programs that enable Nebraskans to protect 
ground water and surface water quality and respond to regulatory requirements. 
Hiring Intentions: Remote Sensing/GIS Scientist, and Water Resource/Irrigation Engineer. 
Timeline: 2006-2008 Water-related research and education programs are ongoing. 
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Partners: Natural Resources Districts, Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality, 
Irrigation Districts, public power entities, municipalities, U.S. Corps of Engineers, U.S. Bureau 
ofLand Management, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Ground Water Foundation, 
College of Engineering, UNL Water Initiative, College ofArts and Sciences, College of 
Education and Human Sciences, College of Law. 
Benchmarks: Appropriate technologies will be in place for the management ofNebraska 's 
water, livestock waste, soil and range resources, and to mitigate environmental change. 
Nebraska's natural resources will be inventoried to meet needs ofmanagers. Provide 
Nebraskan's with appropriate forestry, aquatic, and natural resources. 
Priority Goal 3: Enhance economic opportunity and community revitalization efforts to 
create more opportunities for future generations, improve the quality of life for youth and 
families, and to attract talented and educated people to build their lives in Nebraska. 
Relation to Core Value: This priority supports a commitment to uncompromising pursuit of 
excellence, stimulates research and creative work that fosters discovery, pushes frontiers and 
advances society, establishes research and creative work as the foundation for teaching and 
engagement, prepares students for life through learner-centered education, engages with 
academic, business and civic communities throughout the state and the world, and creates a 
University culture that values diversity ofideas and people. 
Accomplishments: 
• 	 Participants in the 2004-2005 Ranch Practicum influenced decisions on 603,000 acres of 
range, hayland,. and cropland, 42,200 head of cattle and 1,160 people through their 
ownership, consultation, and educational activity. 
• 	 2005 Conservation Security Partnership informed and educated 1,500 crop and livestock 
producers about CSP Program. More than $5,700,000 was awarded to Nebraska producers 
for 2005. The total 5-10-year impact from the 1,092 contracts is nearly $11 million. 
• 	 Adoption ofUNL's heat stress reduction strategies in 2005 saved those in the cattle industry 
in northeast Nebraska and northwest Iowa between $10 million and $27 million. 
• 	 Market Journal, an educational agricultural television and Web program, reaches an 
estimated 12,000 Nebraska households weekly with an estimated annual value to 
agriculture of $26 million based on weekly viewership. 
• 	 Genetic engineering ofDicamba herbicide resistance in crop plants will provide growers a 
broader range ofefficient and safe patented technology. 
• 	 From faJ12004 through January 2006, 235 court-appointed guardians attended training 
offered by Extension Educators and Nebraska Bar Association attorneys in eleven ofthe 
twelve judicial districts. 
• 	 Carbon sequestration research confinned that the energy output from corn-based ethanol is 
-+30% greater than the fossil fuel energy input consumed in its manufacture. 
• 	 Studies determined that, on average, if a feedlot is feeding wet distillers grains plus solubles 
at 20% to 40% ofthe diet and is within 100 miles of the ethanol plan, the returns are $15 to 
$25 per animal fed for 150 days. 
• 	 Projections indicate a 50% ethanol processing expansion in Nebraska alone would retain 
another 10% ofthe com crop within the state, increase com production negligibly, and 
increase Nebraska com price by about $.04 per bushel. However, if ethanol production 
increased in the rest ofthe country at the same rate, Nebraska com prices would rise further. 
• 	 Faculty hires: CommunitylRural Economic Development Specialist, Reproductive 
Physiologist, Adolescent Development, Child Development/Early Childhood Education, 
Family Life Specialist, Biological Engineer, Alternative Swine Production Extension 
Educator, Livestock!4-H Extension Educator (2), and Livestock Extension Educator. 
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Internal Actions: 
• 	 Provide a perspective for communities to prosper in a regional environment. 
• 	 Increase entrepreneursrup in Rural Nebraska. 
• 	 Expand research and education in energy sciences; establish the Nebraska Center for 
Energy Sciences Research. 
• 	 Develop strong people, strong families, and strong communities which lead to a more stable 
society. 
• 	 Increase value-added and new enterprise development, including livestock and crop-based 
products. 
• 	 Build the human capital and enhance the economic well being of Nebraskans. 
Hiring Intentions: Tourism Marketing, Lodging Management, Beef Specialist! Animal 
Geneticist, Beef Nutritionist, Non-ruminant Nutritionist, Veterinary Parasitologist, and Swine 
Veterinarian 
TimeJine: 2006-2008 Enhancing rural economic opportunities is an ongoing programming 
thrust (2005-2008). Youth development curriculum 2006, entrepreneurship development wi1l 
be an ongoing program, leadership development programs have been initiated in 2005, value­
added and new enterprise development programs will be expanded in 2006-2008. 
Partners: Nebraska Department of Economic Development, Nebraska Department of 
Agriculture, Nebraska Department ofLabor, Nebraska Department ofInsurance, Nebraska 
Health and Human Services System, Nebraska Business Development Center at UNO, 
University ofNebraska Rural Initiative, local economic planners, Lied Main Street Program, 
Nebraska Agricultural Leaders Council, Nebraska Public Power District, USDA Rural 
Development, Nebraska Association of County Officials, Nebraska Forest Service, College of 
Education and Human Sciences, College ofBusiness Administration, College of Architecture. 
Benchmarks: Nebraskans will have knowledge to make effective choices about their hea1th, 
wellness, and food choices. Rural Nebraska will have viable communities. Nebraskans will 
have effective leadership skills. Nebraska's communities will have access to the tools they need 
for their economic development. Nebraskans will have the opportunity for diversity of life 
styles and community settings. Nebraska landscapes will support a diversity ofagricultural 
enterprises. 
Priority Goal 4: Strengthen food security, food safety, and nutrition programs to ensure 
that all Nebraskans have a secure and nutritious food supply that enhances wellness. 
Relation to Core Values: This priority supports a commitment to uncompromising pursuit of 
excellence, stimulates research and creative work that fosters discovery, pushes frontiers and 
advances society, establishes research and creative work as the foundation for teaching and 
engagement and creates a University that values diversity of ideas and people. 
Accomplish ments: 
• 	 The Mobile Plant Diagnostic Laboratory, the nation's most advanced traveling plant 
diagnostic lab, is now available to respond to any potential agrosecurity threat and to help 
farmers diagnose plant diseases on the spot. 
• 	 Results ofbeef muscle profiling have added $50 per head for US producers and processors. 
• 	 Over 1,600 youth participated in food safety programs. 
• 	 ServeSafe® for Employees has been offered to 200 Nebraska participants at the request of 
the Nebraska Grocery Industry Association. 
• 	 Extension Educators initially certified 753 private applicators (farmers/ranchers) in 2005 
and recertified 12,000 private applicators. 
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• 	 In 2005, 6,500 individuals (915 teams) participated in N-Lighten Nebraska. Average weight 
lost by participants was 3.1 pounds, and average miles logged were 662 miles. 
• 	 From October 1,2004, through September 30,2005, Nebraska's Food Stamp Nutrition 
Education Program (FSNEP) served 3,038 families, 3,235 youth, and 908 seniors. 
• 	 In 2005, UNL food scientists' new test for soy flour became commercially available. The 
test will allow companies to rapidly and accurately detect minute traces ofsoy flour on 
equipment or in foods processed on shared equipment. 
• 	 Faculty hires: Microbial Ecologist, Food Chemist, Molecular Nutrition, and Cereal 
Pathologist. 
Internsl Actions: 
• 	 Add new programs on bioterrorism and biosecurity issues to ensure the health of the 
livestock and crop production sectors. 
• 	 Enhance food safety research and education programs. 
• 	 Increase nutritional quality offoods. 
Hiring Intentions: Biochemical Genetics, Biosafety Level-3 Core Facility Director, Veterinary 
Epidemiologist, Veterinary Immunologist, Neurobiologist, Biological Engineer. and BeefCattle 
Clinical Vet (Temporary). 
Timeline: 2006-2008 Much ofthis work spans 2005-2008. Some educational programs were 
initiated in 2005; the Doctor ofPlant Health decision was pushed back to 2006-2007. 
Partners: University of Nebraska Medical Center, Kansas State University, Iowa State 
University, Nebraska Department ofAgriculture, Nebraska Department of Health and Human 
Services, National Science Foundation, National Institutes ofHealth, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, College of Arts and Sciences, College of Education and Human Sciences, youth­
serving organizations, non-profit organizations, schools, Nebraska Restaurant Association, 
hospitals and other health care providers, Nebraska Sports Council. 
Benchmarks: Nebraska will have a safe, pathogen-free food supply. An appropriate alTay of 
products and food technologies will be available to Nebraska's ag-based industries. 
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History of the Department of Agricultural Leadership, 

Education and Communication! 

College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources 

University of Nebraska-Lincoln 

Reprinted from "College of Agriculture of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, The First 
Century" by Elvin F. Frolik and Ralston 1. Graham. Published by the Board of Regents of 
the University ofNebraska, 1987, with subsequent updates. 
Names of the Department 
Department ofAgricultural Education 1918-1920 
Department of Agricultural and Home Economics Education 1920-1922 
Department ofVocational Education 1922-1962 
Department ofAgricultural Education (2) 1963-1992 
Department ofAgricultural Leadership, Education and Communication 1992-present 
Administrators 
Name Title Period served 
Harry E. Bradford Head 1918-1919 
Harry E. Bradford Chairman 1919-1949 
i Claud E. Rhoad Chairman 1949-1951 
Howard W. Deems Chairmani 1951-1965 1 
James T. Homer Chairman 1965 I 
John H. Coster Acting Chairman 1965-1966 
James T. Homer Chairman 1966-1975 
i Roy D. Dillon Interim Chairman 1975-1976 
. 
Osmund S. Gilbertson Chairman 1+976-1977 
I Osmund S. Gilbertson Head 977-1987 
Allen G. Blezek Acting Head 1987-1988 
Allen G. Blezek Interim Head 1988-1989 
Allen G. Blezek Head 1989-1995 
Earl B. Russell Head 1995-2000 
Head 2000-2005Susan M. Fritz 
Head 2005-presentDaniel Wheeler 
Location of Headquarters 
Headquarters for the Department has always been in Agricultural Hall. 

1 James T. Homer provided continuing assistance in the preparation ofthis chapter. 
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The Formative Years 
First Course - Agricultural Pedagogy 
A.E. Davisson was the first professor of agricultural education. In 1907 he taught a 
course in agricultural pedagogy. Davisson was followed by Fred Hunter, and in 1912, 
Harry E. Bradford, principal of the School ofAgriculture, was assigned to teach the 
college courses in agricultural education (1, pp 27-28) 
A boost in the demand for teachers ofagriculture came in 1913 when the Nebraska 
Legislature passed the Shumway Act. In 1915 the demand was again increased by 
passage of the Mallery Act, according to a Department of Vocational Education report 

written by Leroy D. Clements in1963. These actsboth offered state aid for schools 

teaching agriculture but made no provision for training teachers. The big incentive, 

however, came in 1917 with passage by the United States Congress of the Smith-Hughes 

Act. This law provided aid to states for 'teacher training' as well as funds for 

establishing departments of vocational agriculture in local high schools. 

The College of Agriculture already had the teacher training machinery in operation. 

Upon designation by the State Board 2 as Nebraska's "official training center", it was 

ready to assume the responsibilities. Bradford was selected as head of the Department of 

Agricultural Education to organize and conduct the new program (l.pp 27-28). 

Practice Teaching Centers 
Through the years 1907-1919 the courses in agricultural education were general and 
historical in nature with no attempt to attack the program ofteaching methods. When the 
Department was enlarged in 1919, methods and organization courses were introduced and 
practice teaching centers were established in neighboring town high schools having 
vocational agriculture. The first practice centers were at Waverly, Eagle, Seward and 
Crete (3, pp 34-35 and 1, p 29). 
According to Clements, "Among the earlier 'critic' teachers in local schools who helped 
with the practice teaching program should be mentioned the names of George A. Spidel, 
Byron McMahon, Richard M. Kildee, and Ralph W. Canada" (1, p 29). 
The 1918 Agricultural College catalog listed two courses in Agricultural College catalog 
listed two courses in agricultural education. One was called history of vocational 
education and the other merely vocational education. The next year, 1919, there were 
four courses: 1) vocational education, 2) organization and administration of agricultural 
education, 3) methods of agricultural teaching, and 4) supervised teaching. 
2State Board ofVocational Education. The Smith-Hughes Act was accepted by the 
Nebraska Legislature and approved by the Governor on April 25, 1917. To be eligible 
for Smith-Hughes benefits a state was required to set up a State Board for Vocational 
Education and make formal application (1, p 15). 
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The 1920 the program was known as Agricultural and Home Economics Education. 
Instruction in teaching home economics had been added with special women professors 
under Bradford's overall direction. By 1922 the offerings in this department had grown 
to 11 courses. It was then that the name of the Department was changed from 
Agricultural Education to the Department ofVocational Education (1, p. 29). 
A reorganization in 1963 moved instruction in vocational home economics to the newly 
created School ofHome Economics, and the name of the Department was changed back 
to Agricultural Education. Students majoring in home economics extension enrolled in 
the School ofHome Economics, and those majoring in agricultural extension in the 
Department ofAgricultural Education. 
Courses in extension education had been taught first by Elton Lux and Ethel Saxton, and 
later by Duane Loewenstein and William D. Lutes. The extension major was 
administered by Cooperative Education (5). 
Cooperation with Teachers College 
"The University ofNebraska Teachers College on the downtown campus 
was ... established in 1908", Clements wrote (1, p 28). "One branch of its work was given 
to (the) Department ofAgricultural Education at the College ofAgriculture. This 
cooperative arrangement was continued when the new Smith-Hughes plan was put into 
operation. The teacher education curriculum for agriculture was primarily at the College 
ofAgriculture. Departmental staff members were also members of the ...Teachers . 
College staff However, they spent most of their time at the College ofAgriculture. 
"The students in agricultural education were offered all the advantages of a small college 
coupled with those ofa big university. They had intimate associations with fellow 
students and faculty on the College ofAgriculture campus. At the same time they could 
take part in all University affairs and be a part of the larger group. As a result, a better 
student spirit developed along with broadening social experiences." 
Present Administration Organization 
Nationwide, about half of the agricultural teacher education units are administered in 
colleges ofeducation. In 1969, the Nebraska agricultural education staff conducted a 
self-study with a view toward transferring to Teachers College. The study acknowledged 
that some problems arise for social scientists in a predominately biological and physical 
science environment, in terms ofcurriculum requirements for students as well as 
publication, promotion and research of staffmembers (6). 
However, the study conceded that the benefits outweigh the costs in terms of close 
association with other departments in the College ofAgriculture. These are the 
departments that provide research, instruction and support materials in the subject mater 
that agriculture teachers are preparing to teach. . 
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At the University ofNebraska, some staff members in agricultural education have joint 
appointments in Teachers College and selected courses are cross listed. Within IANR, 
the agricultural education staff hold joint teaching-extension and/or research 
appointments. 
Recently, staff members have had special appointments within IANR such as director of 
LEAD and as teachers of computer literacy, career education and honors seminars in the 
College ofAgriculture. 
Teaching 
A Unique Role 
The Agricultural Education Department was designated (and it remains) the sole official 
training center for vocational agriculture instructors for the State ofNebraska. The 
Department places student teachers in secondary schools for full time practice teaching 
for durations of eight weeks. The staff provides frequent on-site supervision (6). 
This close contact with high school teachers and students puts the agricultural education 
faculty in a unique role. Studies have shown that more than half ofthe College of 
Agriculture students had been enrolled in high school vocational agriculture. The faculty 
has maintained an in-service education program, providing "a new teacher course" plus 
workshops and courses for secondary, post-secondary and College of Agriculture 
instructors. 
Although the primary mission ofthe Department has been to prepare high school 
vocational agriculture and adult teachers, and more recently post-secondary teachers of 
agriculture, studies in both the mid 60's and mid 70's showed a wide range of 
employment by graduates. 
About half initially entered teaching, and 30 percent remained in that field for five years. 
Generally, 15 to 30 percent pursued one ofthe following, depending on the agricultural 
economy: 1) production agriculture, 2) management and sales in agribusiness, and/or 3) 
college positions, including work as cooperative extension agents. Others enter a variety 
ofvocations including government, military and foreign service (6). 
The Graduate Program 
The first master's degree in vocational education was granted to Clyde Walker in 1930. 
In 1962, Walker's occupation was shown as "Agr. Eng., General Electric Co." (1). 
The next degree granted was to Vilas J. Morford in 1933. Morford's occupation in 1962 
was "Vo. Ag. Teacher Training - Iowa State University" (1). 
3Sixty-two master's degrees granted between 1930 and 1962 (1) and 171 from 1963 
through 1984 (7). 
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Through 1984, a total of 2333 master's degrees in vocational or agricultural education had 
been granted. 
Ph.D and EdD degrees are not granted in agricultural education, but doctorates are 
granted in teacher education through the Teachers College Administration is by the 
Graduate College. 
Vocational Agriculture Contests 
The Department has organized and coordinated high school vocational agriculture 
contests since they were inaugurated in 1918. 
The first Nebraska public high school vocational agriculture judging contest was held in 
1918 on the College of Agriculture campus when Howard J. Gramlich, chairman of 
Animal Husbandry, extended an invitation to departments of vocational agriculture 
located near Lincoln. The first contest consisted only oflivestockjudging. About 50 
high school students competed. Since then the contests have been an annual event on the 
campus. 
C.C. Minteer directed the contests from their inception in 1918 until 1950 when H.W. 
Deems assumed this responsibility. M.G. McCreight was coordinator from 1951 through 
1973 (4, P 20). 
Following McCreight as coordinators were, successively, Richard Douglass, Roger 
Gerdes, Leon Wissman, Lloyd Bell and Clifford McClain, who is presently coordinator ­
1987 (5). 
Shortly after the beginning ofthe livestock judging contests at the state level, other 
departments on the campus became interested. In 1987, 14 contests were conducted by 
the Departments of Animal Science, Agronomy, Horticulture, Entomology, Agricultural 
Economics and Agricultural Engineering (4, p 20). 
Student Club 
Alpha Tau Alpha, a national honorary agricultural education fraternity, plays a vital role 
in preparing students who plan to teach vocational agriculture. The fraternity was 
founded in 1921 by A.W. Nolan and a group ofhis students at the University of Illinois. 
There are now 43 chapters in training institutions throughout the nation. 
Beta Chapter at the University ofNebraska was organized April 11, 1925. Loyal Rulla 
was the first chapter president; Franklin Allen the first secretary; and Bradford was 
advisor for the first group. Other early officers included L.N. Cyr, Orlando S. Bare, and 
George West. 
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On February 10, 1956,46 members ofthe Vocational Agriculture Association of the 
University ofNebraska became charter members of the reorganized Beta Chapter. 
Lewis Zamanek was president; Alan Hoeting, secretary; and H.W. Deems, advisor ofthis 
reorganized group. Since 1956, 431 persons have been initiated into the fraternity, 
making a total of 487 national members ofBeta Chapter (4, pp 48-49). 
Research 
Research and creative activities have focused primarily on the practical, such as 
development ofcurriculum materials, improved teaching methods and student teaching, 
career opportunities and decision-making, advisory councils, computer literacy, and 
leadership development. 
When U.S. Office of Education (USOE) research monies became available in 1964, the 
agricultural education staffwas awarded the first grant - over $100,000 annually - for 
a four-year experimental project involving 24 Nebraska high schools. The purpose was 
to "assess approaches to preparing high school students for off-farm agricultural 
occupations. " 
The Nebraska Research Coordinating Unit for all vocational education - funded at over 
$100,000 per year from the USOE was developed and directed from 1965 to 1972 by 
agricultural education staff members. John K. Coster and James T. Homer directed the 
USOE projects. 
Related Organizations 
Future Farmers of America. The National FFA Organization held its first convention 
in November 1928 in Kansas City, Missouri. Nebraska was one of the 18 states 
represented at this first convention. Alvin Reimer ofDewitt, Nebraska, and from the 
Beatrice Vocational Agriculture Department, was named central regional vice president. 
The first two chapters in Nebraska were chartered in November 1928 at Beatrice and 
Eagle under the advisorship ofL.D. Clements and Clyde Walker, respectively. The State 
FFA Association issued 223 local charters from 1928 to 1984. In 1984 there were 135 
active FFA chapters in Nebraska (4, p 33). 
Nebraska Vocational Agricultural Foundation was incorporated January 24, 1968 to 
receive and administer funds for leadership development in Nebraska, especially the 
Future Farmers of America. 
To accomplish these objectives the Foundation accepted, as its primary emphasis, the 27­
acre Nebraska Youth Leadership Development Center near Aurora (often referred to in 
the early days as State FFA Camp). Before the Foundation was established, the camp 
(originally purchased for $30,000) was operated by a "camp committee" appointed by the 
Nebraska Vocational Agricultural Association. 
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According to M.G. McCreight, "Irving Wedeking ofAurora is to be credited with the 
major share of the leadership provided during the establishment and early years of the 
Foundation." Others to join Wedeking on the original Foundation board of directors 
were Dean Jochem, Ainsworth, vice president; Ted D. Ward, Verdigre, secretary­
treasurer; and Donavan Benson, Syracuse; Reuben Epp, Henderson; Myron Schoch, 
Lyons; Harold Johns, Bassett; Duane Dunning, St. Paul; Jim Boyle, Aurora; Stanley 
Elsen, Grant; Raymond Snyder, Lyman; B.E. Gingery of the state staff; and James T. 
Homer of the University ofNebraska-Lincoln. 
The Nebraska Young Farmers and Ranchers Educational Association was organized 
November 24, 1962, at a meeting chaired by Marvin Schultis, a young farmer at Fairbury, 
Nebraska. 
The first officers were Marvin Schultis, Fairbury, president; Marlin Frenzen, Fullerton, 
vice president; Kermit Bohling, Hooper, secretary; William Perrin, Schuyler, treasurer; 
Jack Underwood, Exeter, reporter; Burneil Gingery, Lincoln, executive secretary; and 
Glen Strain, Lincoln, advisor. 
Among several goals are the development ofcompetent, aggressive rural agricultural 
leadership and strengthening the confidence of young men in themselves and in their 
work. 
,J 	 An awards program was initiated in 1965 in four areas: livestock proficiency, crop 
proficiency, farm improvement, and outstanding chapter. The program has been 
underwritten by Ak-Sar-Ben and Farmland Industries. 
Fifty-seven chapters have been chartered in Nebraska with a total membership of about 
1,200. In 1980 Nebraska hosted the National Institute Conclave. 
The Nebraska association is affiliated with a national association (4, pp 47-48). 
Staff Recognition 
Recipients ofUNL Distinguished Teaching Award 
Urban E. Wendorff - 1971 (also listed in Agricultural Engineering) 
Allen G. Blezek -1981 
Laverne A. Barrett - 1986 
Richard M. Foster 1987 
National Professional Society President 
James T. Homer president of the American Association ofTeacher Educators in 
Agriculture - 1975. 
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Announcing 

the Inaugural 

Servant Leadersh'ip Symposium 

September 6 - 8, 2007 

Nebraska City, Nebraska 

The Power of Service: Putting Calling, Awareness, 

Persuasion, Wisdom, and Stewardship into Action 

What is "Servant Leadership?" 
Servant leaders are those individuals who have the skill and commitment to lead 
through service whether they are the CEO of a large, profit-driven organization or 
the Senior Pastor at a local congregation. By placing others' needs and the 
needs of the organization ahead of their own personal agenda, these leaders 
develop people to be strong, capable, and engaged workers and leaders in their 
own right. 
Symposium Focus 
You will have the opportunity to dialogue with and learn from others who are 
passionate about the nature and practice of servant leadership in profit and non­
profit organizations You will learn how servant leadership can be developed in 
individuals, as well as the outcomes of servant leadership practices. 
Who Should Attend? 
• 	 Leaders who seek to develop their employees and create a servant 
culture within their organization 
• 	 Researchers who want to learn more about servant leadership, its 

characteristics and research base 

• 	 Employees who want to influence their organization in a positive manner 
• 	 Students who are considering pursuing Servant Leadership as a research 
avenue 
• 	 Individuals who are passionate about their work. and feel called to their 
profession 
Benefits of Attending 
• 	 Discover how to facilitate positive change through servant leadership in 
your organization 
• 	 Gain inspiration from outstanding servant leaders in both industry and 
service fields 
• 	 Take advantage of many opportunities to dialogue with like-minded 
leaders who share your passion for developing and serving others 
• 	 Learn from engaging speakers who offer guidance, affirmation, 
information, and will ultimately empower you to change your own thinking 
about the nature of leadership 
• 	 Understand how organizations are currently developing servant leaders 
and instilling a servant culture within their organizations 
• 	 Apply research in servant leadership to your leadership practice 
Format for the Symposium 
• Keynote Sessions from Public 
and Private Sectors 
• Panel Discussions 
• Round Table Discussions • T own Hall Type Meetings 
• Informal Discussion Sessions • Interactive Sessions 
Keynote Speakers - TBA 
Symposium Sponsors 
• 	 University of Nebraska-Lincoln Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
• 	 Lincoln Plating Company, Lincoln, NE 
• 	 Duncan Aviation, Lincoln, NE 
• 	 Lincoln Children's Zoo, Lincoln, NE 
• 	 Union College, Lincoln, NE 
Registration 
Registration Fee - $265* 

Student Registration Fee: $75* 

*Includes all sessions, meals, materials, breaks, events, and speakers 
Additional registration Information will be available soon at our website: 
http://www.aglec.unl.edu 
To make lodging reservations, please contact the Lied Lodge and Conference 
Center at 1-800-546-5433. 
Department ofAgricultural Leadership, Education, and Communication 
(402) 472-2807 
The University of Nebraska - Lincoln doe 
not discriminate based on gender, age, 
disability, race, color, religion, marital status, 
veteran's status, national or ethnic origin or NeBraska sexual orientation. 
Lincoln 
r 
AgLEC Intarnships 

TarmCoda LNamo FN81118 Employer Typalntarnship 
Fall 05 Speth Leah Nebraska Corn Board Ag Leadership 

Fall 06 Klepper Jill The National Pork Board Ag Leadership 

Sum 05 Holden Ashley Connecticut 4-H Center/Auer Farm Ag Leadership 

Sum 05 Olson Crystal Nebraska Beef Council Ag Journalism 

Sum 05 Schweitzer Austin GNC Nutrition Ag Leadership 

Sum 05 Wilson Micki Superior Farms Ag Journalism 

Sum 05 Wize Kyle UNL Rural Inititative Ag Journalism 

Sum 06 Allan Ibby Nebraska Beef Council Ag Leadership 

Sum 06 Benes Ashley Seward Co Extension Ag Leadership 

Sum 06 Coleman Mitchell Pioneer Ag Leadership 

Sum 06 Harms Kurtis UNL-CIT Ag Journalism 

Sum 06 Olson Kaylee UNL-CIT Ag Journalism 

Sum 06 Rasmussen Amy Nebraska FFA Association Ag Leadership 

Sum 06 Smola AUyssa Platte Co Extension Ag Leadership 
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COMMUNITY > AG. LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP> INFORMATION 
mInformation 
Internship Report Guidelines 
Your final written report (and a presentation) will be due upon the completion of your intemship or within eight weeks 
following the conclusion of your experience. The report provides you the opportunity to reflect upon the entire 
experience and not detract from your duties and responsibilities during the last phases of your assignment. 
The following outline is suggested when preparing your report: 
1. Introduction 
2. The company, agency or organization with whom you were employed 
a. Describe and/or explain what your organization does, its structure, etc. 
b. Your assigned duties and responsibilities 
c. The training and supervision you received 
d. An overview of your experience 
3. Leadership Activities 
a. Describe how you used leadership competencies Iskills in interpersonal, group, team.(Give examples of 
leadership and communication concepts/theories that you used and observed others using) 
b. Diagnosis, development and delivery of training programs 
4. Growth in Employability 
a. Professlonai work habits demonstrated 
b. Professional networks established 
c. Development of technical expertise in agricultural and/or natural resource sciences 
d. Identification of ongoing professional and personal development needs 
e. Assessment of your career objectives 
5. Summary 
a. A reflection on the entire experience 
b. Application of academic instruction to real-world situations 
c. Facilitation of the transition from college student to full-time employment 
Appendices: 
a. Indude list of skills and competencies developed, nurtumed and/or refined 

b. Optional inclusions: 

1) Letters. memos, accolades received, etc. 

2) Reports, artides. brochures, etc. that you developed 

3) other pertinent information regarding your involvement/experience 

Internship Presentation 
The intemship presentation Is an opportunity for you to showcase your Intemship experience. Please arrange one 
hour with me (Leverne Barrett) and one or more other AgLEC faculty members. Also, please reserve a meeting 
room, a laptop and projector through the Department receptionist (472-2807). 
A typical presentation is about 20 minutes in length and allows you to review and reflect using the appropriate 
presentation techniques (most students prepare a PowerPoint presentation). Following your presentation, faculty will 
ask questions about your intemship. 
10fl 11114/20061:35 PM 
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COMMUNITY,. AG., LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP ,. CONTROL PANEL ,. TEST MANAGER,. TEST CANVAS 
GTest Canvas 
Add, mOdify, and remove questions. Select a question type from the Add Question drop-down list and click Go to add questions. Use Creation 
Settings to establish which default options, such as feedback and images, are available for question creation. 
Add Calculated Formula GO i Creation Settings 
Name Intemship Progress Report No.1 

Description 

Instructions Please respond to each of the questions being as frank as possible. This information will not be shared. 

Modify 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 1 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question How many intemshlp hours have you worked in your first two weeks? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 2 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question What was your major accomplishment these past 2 weeks: which objective(s) of your planned program did you 
worl<::on? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 3 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question What helpful suggestions did you receive that enabled you to improve (Self or Internship)? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 4 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question What new or different styles of leadership did you observe others use? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 5 Essay opoints Modify Remove, 
Question If there was any conflict at work, how was the conflict resolved? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 6 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question What transpired that caused you to identify issues or developmental needs for yourself as a leader? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 7 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question Is there any specific information or interesting incident that happened that may be of interest to your Intemship 
Coordinator (me)? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
OK ) 
1 of 1 11/14/20061:39 PM 
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(CSt CWi9dS fittp.iimy.unl.etiWweoappSJassessmenVdo/authormglmodIfYAssessment 
COMMUNITY> AG, LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP> CONTROL PANEL> lEST MANAGER> TEST CANVAS 
GTest Canvas 
Add, modify, and remove questions. Select a question type from the Add Question drop-down list and click Go to add questions. Use Creation 
Settings to establish which default options, such as feedback and images, are available for question creation. 
Add Calculated Fonnula GO Creation Settings 
Name Internship Progress Report No.5 
Description 
Instructions Modify 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 1 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question How many inters hip hours have you worked in the last two weeks? 

Answer 

~ Add Question Here 
Question 2 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question What were your major accomplishments these past two weeks; which objective(s) of your planned program did 
you focus on? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 3 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question At this pOint In your intemship, what professional development activities (courses, workshops, self-directed 
studies) would help you be a stronger intern? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 4 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question Have you made any career dectsions as a result of your internship? (Please discuss your reasons and the 
outcome.) 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 5 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question Any additional comments or infonnation you would like to share with me? 

Answer 

~ Add Question Here 
OK ) 
lofl 1111412006 1:44 PM 

Department of Agricultural Leadership, Education and Communication 

Advisory Council 

Minutes from Tuesday, April 11, 2006 

Council Members Present: Craig Frederick, Mary Gerdes, Don Hutchens, Krystle Christner, 
Kyle Perry, Mike LePorte, Gayle Starr, Bud Stolzenburg, Jeff Yost Chad Schimmels (by phone). 
AgLEC Members Present: Lloyd Bell, Dick Fleming, Betty James, Jim King, Gina Matkin, 
Dan Wheeler. 
Chairman Hutchens called the meeting to order at 8:45 a.m. Introductions were made around the room 
and on the telephone. 
Update on Department - Wheeler presented information about AgLEC. Enrollment is a very 
important. Departments are being looked at closely. Some ofthe budget issues are not so critical right 
now. There is a commitment from the legislature to help with the clean-up costs at Mead, utilities costs 
are down because we had a mild winter, and enrollment figures have been good. Jason Ellis from Iowa 
State will be starting on August 1 st in AgLEC as the ag journalism assistant professor. An assistant 
professor in Tourism from the Hospitality Management program will be housed in our department. That 
position should be starting January 1 st. Our department is seen as supporting programs such as Golf 
Management and Hospitality Management. These majors need leadership courses. The name of the 
game is enrollment and majors. All our programs are doing well, and Dick Fleming is the super recruiter. 
The Ag Journalism major currently has 27 students. Kay Rockwell, Evaluation Specialist, will be 
retiring in August. We will be having more discussions with Extension Administration about how to deal 
with the evaluation component of programs. More leadership faculty are still needed in AgLEC. We 
have recent graduates of our doctoral program who could possibly have courtesy or adjunct faculty 
status, and then may be able to teach a few classes. We will also be participating in the Great Plains 
Consortium. We are primarily a teaching department with small amounts ofFTE in research and 
outreach. 
Update on Student Recruitment - Matkin presented a recruitment report with numbers of majors. 
Christner presented the report of her recruitment activities, and asked for ideas for possible recruiting 
events/activities. 
Use of Advisory Groups - Bell presented information on how advisory groups should be established. 
The biggest challenge is to develop them so they understand their role. Advisory groups should not make 
decisions. The group needs to be non-biased and sincere. An advisory group needs to function on its 
own. It should have its own charter and set the agenda that becomes their focus. 
How should a local advisory group be established? 
Consult with school administration. 
Avoid misinterpretation. 
Statement of rationale/purpose. 
Determine groups to be represented. 
Ideas from advisory council ­
1) New member orientation including major topics of the past would be helpful. 

2) Schematic chart update each meeting - with faculty emphasis. 

3) List of emerging issues. 

4) Three month update to the Advisory Council, electronic listserv set up 

Discussion of contacts for Jason Ellis - Ideas submitted include: 
Colt Conference - May [LEAD Program] 
FCLA now 
CDE-LDEs 
PEAK July (age groups) 
Cattleman's Ball June 3rd 
Cattleman's Bank Seward 
Cattleman's Convention December 
Mike LePorte 
Ad agencies 
Don McCabe 
National Association of Farm Broadcasters 
Associated Press Broadcasters 
Farm Bureau 
High Plains Journal 
AgLEC could host a reception to welcome Jason. 
Election of Officers Starr moved to re-elect the current slate of officers. Stolzenburg seconded. 
Motion passed. Don Hutchens will c.ontinue as chair with Dave Howe as vice chair. 
Adjourned 12:00 p.m. 
Submitted by Betty James 
Apri125,2006 
Next meeting: Wednesday, November 15,2006 
8:30 a.m. Continental breakfast 
8:45 a.m. Meeting 
12:00 p.m. Adjourn 

East Campus Union 

Please mark your calendars. 
AgLEC Advisory Council Meeting 
Tuesday, April 11, 2006 
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
East Campus Union 
8:30-8:45 Continental Breakfast 
8:45-9:00 Introductions and Overview of the Day - Dan Wheeler 
9:00-9:30 Update on Department - Dan Wheeler 
9:30-10:15 Use ofAdvisory Qroups - Lloyd Bell 
10:15-10:30 Break 
10:30-10:45 Jason Ellis, New Ag Journalism Faculty All 
. Discussion of contacts for Jason 
10:45-11 :45 Updateon Student Recruitment-
Gina MatkinlKrystle ChristnerlTess Kirkholm 
11 :45-Noon Wrap-up and Suggestions for Fall Meeting 
AgLEC Advisory Council 
Spring 2006 
Craig Frederick 
Nebraska Department of Education 
301 Centennial Mall South 
Lincoln NE 68509-4987 
402-471-2451 cfrederick@nde.state.ne.us 
Dave Howe 

20120 North Stable Drive 

Eagle NE 68347 

402-781-2885 

drh714@alltel.net 

Dennis Kahl 

South Rsch & Ext Center 

107 MUSH 0714 

402-472-5602 

dkahl1@unl.edu 

Angela Leifeld 
Conestoga Middle School 
PO Box 187 
Nehawka NE 68413-0187 
402-235-2269 aleifeld@maiLesu2.org 
~d Schimmels 
Eustis-F arnum 
504 North Ingalls Street, Box 9 
Eustis NE 69028-0009 
308-486-5340 cschimme@esu11.org 
Bud Stolzenburg 
Cherry County Extension 
132 S Hall Street #1 
Valentine NE 69201-2104 
402-467-2517 bstolzen@unlnotes.unLedu 
Jeff Yost 
Nebraska Community Foundation 
650 J Street, Suite 305 
Lincoln NE 68501-3107 
402-323-7332 jeffyost@nebcommfound.org 
Crystal Olson 
Undergraduate student 
3801 Baldwin Ave #31 
Lincoln NE 68504-4113 
308-830-3100 crystallynnB4@hotmail.com 
Ardyce Bohlke 

#7 Village Drive 

Hastings NE 68901 

402-462-9259 

abohlke@charter.net 

Mary Gerdes 
Gerdes Farms, Inc. 
RFD#1 Box76 
Johnson NE 68376 
402-868-3405 cg03110@alltel.net 
Don Hutchens 
Nebraska Corn Board 
301 Centennial Mall South 
Lincoln NE 68509-5107 
402-471-2787 d.hutchens@necorn.state.ne.us 
Deanna Karmazin 
Lancaster County Extension 
444 Cherrycreek Rd 
Lincoln NE 68528-1507 
402-441-6768 dkarmazi@unlnotes.unl.edu 
Mike LePorte 
KRVN 880 Farm Radio 
PO Box 880 
Lexington NE 68850-0880 
308-324-2371 
Kris Spath 
701 North 238th Street 
Eagle NE 68347 
402-781-2535 or 402-720-4225 (cell) 
Dave Wolthuis 
United Suppliers 
7512 Upton Grey Lane 
Lincoln NE 68516-5694 
402-483-7310 
Krystle Christner 
Graduate student 
300 Ag Hall 0709 
402-472-4042 
Kyle Perry 
Undergraduate student 
0218 Burr Hall 0831 
308-241-0099 kperry4@bigred.unl.edu 
Tom Duis 
12141 West Willow Road 
Odell NE 68415 
402-766-4222 
David Grimes 
2230 North First Street 
Raymond NE 68428 
402-785-2001 
Dale Kabes 
8021 Stockwell St 
Lincoln NE 68506 
402-486-9286 
mdkab@inebraska.com 
Becki Lawver 
North Bend High School 
PO Box 160 
North Bend NE 68649-0160 
402-652-3268 rlawver@mail.esu2.org 
.Iohn Malin 
United Farmers Coop 
1403 Road 14 
York NE 68467 
888-343-0323 jmalin@ufcoop.com 
Gayle Starr 
3520 Cooper Avenue 
Lincoln NE 68506 
402-489-1122 
gmstarr@inebraska.com 
Bruce Williams (John Deere) 
2350 Co RdY 
Morse Bluff NE 68648 
402-325-0680/402-432-4634 
WilliamsBruceL@JohnDeere.com 
Jill Klepper 
Undergraduate student 
4314 "Y" Street #2 
Lincoln NE 68503 
jklep1@bigred.unLedu 
AgLECAdvisory Council 
Term Expiration Date for Each Member 
December 31,2006 
Ardyce Bohlke 

Tom Duis 

Dave Howe 

Dale Kabes 

Angela Leifeld 

Gayle Starr 

Dave Wolthuis 

December 31, 2007 

Craig Frederick 

David Grimes 

Don Hutchens 

Deanna Karmazin 

JolmMalin 

Bud Stolzenburg 

Bruce Williams 

December 31,2008 
Mary Gerdes 

Dennis Kahl 

Becki Lawver 

Mike LePorte 

Chad Schimmels 

Kris Spath 

Jeff Yost 

March 17, 2006 
Department of Agricultural Leadersh'ip, 
Education 8: Communication 
Recruitment Report 
April 10, 2006 
Major # 2005 # 2006 Difference 
Teaching Option 36 41 +5 
Leadership Option 14 22 +8 
Ag Journalism 9 27 +18 
Total 59 90 +31 
• Minors: 	 12 students in the Leadership minor* 
• 	 Total: Majors: 90 

Minors: 12 

*The Leadership Minor is hard to track as students don't have to declare it until graduation. 
We are currently working on better ways to document our Minors. 
Spring 2006 Recruitment Report 
Submitted by: Krystle Christner, Graduate Assistant 
Spring Semester Events: 
Jan 20 - FFA CDE Training Kearney 
Jan 24 - Fullerton FFA Career Fair 
Feb 21 - FFA CDE Training Norfolk 
Feb 22 - FFA CDE Contest - Curtis 
Mar 7 - FFA CDE Contest - Columbus 
Mar 15 - College Connection Day - Norfolk 
Mar 30 - Extension Preview - East Campus 
Apr 1 - Science Olympiad East Campus 
Apr 5-7 - Nebraska State FFA Convention - Cornhusker Hotel 
Apr 19-22 -Wyoming State FFA Convention - Cheyenne 
Spring Semester Correspondence: 
Feb 7 - Letters were sent to students who attended the Fullerton FFA Career Fair. 
Feb 23 - Guidance Counselor email for Laura Frey to go out on 3/2 
Feb 27 - Letters sent to 2006 seniors on file 
Mar 6 Monday Morning Monitor to Nebraska FFA Advisors 
Mar 23 Admissions Buzz Email t? Laura Frey for seniors on 3/29 
Mar 27 - Admissions Campaign letters sent to (429) students 
Summer/Fall Events: 
Nebraska High School Finals Rodeo in Hastings; June 23-25 
Nebraska Agricultural Youth Institute on East Campus; July 9-13 
Cyber Fair at State Fair; Aug 26 Sept 4 
Husker Harvest Days; Sept 12-14 
Experience the Power of Red; Oct 7 
Department of Agricultural Leadership, Education and Communication 

Advisory Council 

Minutes from Wednesday, November 15, 2006 

Council Members Present: Kevin Anderson, Craig Frederick, Mary Gerdes, Greg Gifford, Dave Howe, 
Don Hutchens, Kay Lynn Kalkowski, Jill Klepper, Angela Leifeld, Crystal Olson, Kyle Perry, 
Gayle Starr, Bruce Williams 
AgLEC Members Present: Jay Barbuto, Leverne Barrett, Karla Baumert, Lloyd Bell, Jason Ellis, 
Dick Fleming, Dann Husmann, Betty James, Jim King, Gina Matkin, Dan Wheeler. 
Guests: John Owens, Dennis Brink, Fayrene Hamotlz, Terry Riordan 
Chairman Hutchens called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m. Introductions were made. 
Update on Department - Wheeler presented some highlights about AgLEC. Our undergraduate 
enrollment continues to grow. Jason Ellis began work on August 1 as the new agjournalism assistant 
professor. Dann Husmann has a new half-time position in CASNR as Associate Dean. There is a new 
emphasis on the service learning portion of ALEC 102. A servant leadership conference is being planned 
for September 2007 to be held in Nebraska City. Since the current department head position is a two­
year appointment which ends June 2007, discussions will be taking place as to what happens next. The 
challenge in AgLEC is to not take on too many things for the department. 
Update on Student Recruitment Baumert gave an update on recruitment activities. The goal is to 
increase undergraduate enrollment overall in AgLEC. 
Internships Barrett presented a list of recent internships, application, final report and final 
presentation. Good experiences have been reported. We need more good sites for internships . 
.Teaching - Bell presented information about ALEC 134 which is the early field experience for AgLEC 
students. Teacher candidates will spend three days in a school as a teacher's aide to get some insight into 
teaching. Then they make the jump into the teacher ed program. At this time, fifty percent of our 
students are non-traditional students. Their field experience is unique and is usually completed on the 
job. Lyle Hermance is helping with student teacher visitations this semester. Waverly High School is a 
new, hands-on site. 
John Owens, IANR Vice Chancellor, spoke to the group beginning about 11 :00 a.m. Enrollment is 
reasonably robust in CASNR at the current time. We are not interested in creating new departments but 
in adding value to existing departments. . 
Dennis Brink presented information about the Animal Science Leadership Academy. It began in March 
2001 and is a three-semester program for students. The group of students are self-selected. Outcomes of 
this leadership academy include: 1) leadership development activities are integrated into Animal Science 
classes, 2) Animal Science students participate in service learning projects, and 3) Animal Science 
majors are presenting workshops or posters at national meetings. The Nebraska Youth Beef Leadership 
Symposium is targeted to high school juniors. Nebraska is a beef state and the Nebraska beef industry 
selects scholars. 
Fayrene Hamouz presented information about the Hospitality, Restaurant, and Tourism Management 
major. The industry needs strong people with leadership skills and good relationship skills. There are 
new opportunities for minorities and women. We don't do a good job of promoting tourism in Nebraska 
but there are tourism opportunities in Nebraska. Students entering the program in Fall 2007 will also 
receive a minor in Leadership and Communication from AgLEC. The areas of emphasis in CASNR are 
eco-tourism and parks & recreation. 
Terry Riordan presented information about the Golf Management program at miL. There are currently 
95 students enrolled in the program; three of them are women. These students take six credits of 
leadership courses through AgLEC. 
Lunch 
Jason Ellis presented information about the agjournalism program. Future opportunities include support 
industries in agriculture and tremendous support for agjournalism students. 
Fleming reported on the membership. Ardyce Boike, Dale Kabes, Dave Howe, and Dave Wolthuis have 
decided not to continue for another term. Tom Duis, Angela Leifeld, and Gayle Starr will continue. We 
will be seeking four new nominations. 
Election - Since Howe's term is ending, a new vice chair needed to be elected. Williams nominated 
Kevin Anderson as vice chair. Starr moved all nominations cease and a unanimous ballot be cast for 
Kevin Anderson. Motion passed. 
Meeting adjourned 1 :20 p.m. 
Submitted by Betty James 
January 16,2007 
Next meeting: Wednesday, April 25, 2007 
8:30 a.m. Introductory Meeting (ifneeded) 
10:00 a.m. Regular Meeting 
12:00 p.m. Lunch 
1:30 p.m. Adjourn 

East Campus Union 

Please mark your calendars. 
AgLEC Advisory Council Meeting 

Wednesday, November 15,2006 

8:30 a.m. - 1 :30 p.m. 

East Campus Union 

Program for New Members of the AgLEC Advisory Council 
8:30 a.m. 	 Dan Wheeler, Dick Fleming 
AgLEC Advisory Council Operating Procedures 
Some Significant Activities of Advisory Council 
History ofAgLEC 
Last Five-Year Review of AgLEC, Response/Change 
Members ofAgLEC, Responsibilities 
ProgramslMajors 
Alumni Occupations 
AgLEC Advisory Council Meeting 
10:00 a.m. Welcome - Don Hutchens, Chair 
Developments Since Spring 2006 Meeting Dan Wheeler, Department Head 
10:20 a.m. Student Recruitment - Karla Baumert, Coordinator 
Practicumllnternships, Undergraduate/Graduate Experiences 
10:30 a.m. Leadership - Leveme Barrett 
10:40 a.m. Teaching - Lloyd BelllDann Husmann 
10:50 a.m. Ag Journalism Jason Ellis 
New Programs 
11 :00 a.m. Introduction - Vice Chancellor John Owens 
11:15 a.m. Animal Science Leadership Academy - Dennis Brink 
11 :30 a.m. Agrotourism, Hospitality Management Fayrene Hamouz 
11 :45 a.m. Golf Management - Terry Riordan 
12:00 p.m. 	Buffet Luncheon 

Comments, Questions 

Membership 

Spring Meeting Date 

Ideas for Spring Meeting Agenda 

1:30 p.m. Adjourn 
I' 
I 
AgLEC Advisory Council 
Fall 2006 
Tom Duis 
12141 West Willow Road 
Odell NE 68415 
402-766-4222 
David Grimes 
2230 North First Street 
Raymond NE 68428 
402-785-2001 
Dale Kabes 
8021 Stockwell St 
Lincoln NE 68506 
402-486-9286 
mdkab@inebraska.com 
Angela Leifeld 
Conestoga Middle School 
PO Box 187 
Nehawka NE 68413-0187 
402-235-2269 aleifeld@mail.esu2.org 
Chad Schimmels, Eustis-Farnum 
504 North Ingalls Street, Box 9 
Eustis NE 69028-0009 
308-486-5340 cschimme@esu11.org 
Bud Stolzenburg 
Cherry County Extension 
132 S Hall Street #1 
Valentine NE 69201-2104 
402-467-2517 bstolzen@unlnotes.unl.edu 
Jeff Yost 
Nebraska Community Foundation 
650 J Street, Suite 305 
Lincoln NE 68501-3107 
323-7330 jeffyost@nebcommfound.org 
Crystal Olson 
Undergraduate student 
3600 N 14th Street 
Lincoln NE 68521 
308-830-3100 crystallynn84@hotmail.com 
Kevin Anderson 
Lyons-Decatur Schools 
PO Box 526 
Lyons NE 68038-0526 
402-687 -2363 keanders@esu2.org 
Craig Frederick 
Nebraska Department of Education 
301 Centennial Mall South 
Lincoln NE 68509-4987 
471-2451 cfrederick@nde.state.ne.us 
Dave Howe 
20120 North Stable Drive 
Eagle NE 68347 
402-781-2885 
drh714@alltel.net 
Dennis Kahl 
South Rsch & Ext Center 
107 MUSH 0714 
402-472-5602 
dkahl1@unl.edu 
Mike LePorte 
KRVN 880 Farm Radio, PO Box 880 
Lexington NE 68850-0880 
308-324-2371 mleporte@krvn.com 
Kris Spath 
701 North 238th Street 
Eagle NE 68347 
402-781-2535 or 402-720-4225 (cell) 
Bruce Williams 
John Deere, 2350 Co Rd Y 
Morse Bluff NE 68648 
402-325-0680/402-432-4634 
WiliiamsBruceL@JohnDeere.com 
Greg Gifford 
Graduate student 
300 Ag Hall 0709 
402-472-2807 
ggifford@unlnotes.unl.edu 
Kyle Perry 
Undergraduate student 
3821 Baldwin Ave Apt 40 
Lincoln NE 68504 
308-241-0099 kperry4@bigred.unl.edu 
Ardyce Bohlke 
#7 Village Drive 
Hastings NE 68901 
402-462-9259 
abohlke@charter.net 
Mary Gerdes 
Gerdes Farms, Inc. 
RFD #1 Box 76 
Johnson NE 68376 
402-868-3405 cg03110@alltef.net 
Don Hutchens 
Nebraska Corn Board 
301 Centennial Mall South 
Lincoln NE 68509-5107 
471-2787 d.hutchens@necorn.state.ne.us 
Deanna Karmazin 
Lancaster County Extension 
444 Cherrycreek Rd 
Lincoln NE 68528-1507 
441-6768 dkarmazi@unlnotes.unl.edu 
John Malin* 
United Farmers Coop 
1403 Road 14 
York NE 68467 
Gayle Starr 
3520 Cooper Avenue 
Lincoln NE 68506 
402-489-1122 
gmstarr@inebraska.com 
Dave Wolthuis 
United Suppliers 
7512 Upton Grey Lane 
Lincoln NE 68516-5694 
402-483-7310 
Jill Klepper 
Undergraduate student 
4314 "Y" Street #2 
Lincoln NE 68503 
jklep1@bigred.unl.edu 
*John Malin resigned this fall from the AdviSOry 
Council because he moved to Iowa. 
L AgLEC Int8rnships 
TormCOda LNama Flama Employ.. Typa IntBrn8111p 
Fall 05 Speth Leah Nebraska Corn Board Ag Leadership 

Fall 06 Klepper Jill The National Pork Board Ag Leadership 

Sum 05 Holden Ashley Connecticut 4-H Center/Auer Farm Ag Leadership 

Sum 05 Olson Crystal Nebraska Beef Council Ag Journalism 

Sum 05 Schweitzer Austin GNC Nutrition Ag Leadership 

Sum 05 Wilson Micki Superior Farms Ag Journalism 

Sum 05 Wize Kyle UNL Rurallnititative Ag Journalism 

Sum 06 Allan Ibby Nebraska Beef Council Ag Leadership 

Sum 06 Benes Ashley Seward Co Extension Ag Leadership 

Sum 06 Coleman Mitchell Pioneer Ag Leadership 

Sum 06 Harms Kurtis UNL-CIT Ag Journalism 

Sum 06 Olson KayJee UNL-CIT Ag Journalism 

Sum 06 Rasmussen Amy Nebraska FFA Association Ag Leadership 

Sum 06 Smola Allyssa Platte Co Extension Ag Leadership 
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Infennation http://rny.unl.edulwebappsiblackboardicontentilistContent.jsp?cours ... 
COMMUNITY > AG. LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP> INFORMATION 
W Information 
Internship Report Guidelines 
Your final written report (and a presentation) will be due upon the completion of your internship or within eight weeks 
following the conclusion of your experience. The report provides you the opportunity to reflect upon the entire 
experience and not detract from your duties and responsibilities during the last phases of your assignment. 
The following outline is suggested when preparing your report: 
1. I ntraduction 
2. The company, agency or organization with whom you were employed 
a. Describe and/or explain what your organization does, its structure, etc. 
b. Your assigned duties and responsibilities 
c. The training and supervision you received 
d. An overview of your experience 
3. Leadership Activities 
a. Describe how you used leadership competencies Jskills in interpersonal, group, team.(Give examples of 
leadership and communication conceptsltheories that you used and observed others using) 
b. Diagnosis, development and delivery of training programs 
4. Growth in Employability 
a. Professional work habits demonstrated 
b. Professional networks established 
c. Development of technical expertise in agricultural and/or natural resource sciences 
d. Identification of ongoing professional and personal development needs 
e. Assessment of your career objectives 
5. Summary 
a. A reflection on the entire experience 
b. Application of academic instruction to real-worid situations 
c. Facilitation of the transition from college student to full-time employment 
Appendices: 
a. Include list of skills and competencies developed, nurtumed and/or refined 

b. Optional inclusions: 

1) Letters, memos, accolades received, etc. 

2) Reports, articles, brochures, etc. that you developed 

3) Other pertinent Information regarding your involvemenllexperience 

Internship Presentation 
The internship presentation is an opportunity for you to showcase your Internship experience. Please arrange one 
hour with me (Leveme Barrett) and one or more other AgLEC faculty members. Also, please reserve a meeting 
room, a laptop and projector through the Department receptionist (472-2807). 
A typical presentation is about 20 minutes in length and allows you to review and reflect using the appropriate 
presentation techniques (most students prepare a PowerPoint presentation). Following your presentation, faculty will 
ask questions about your internship. 
1 of 1 11114/2006 1:35 PM 
Te8tCanvas http://my . unLedulwebapps/assessmentldo/authoringlmodiry Assessment 
COMMUNITY> AG. LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP> CONTROL PANEL> TEST MANAGER> TEST CAtiVAS 
S Test Canvas 
Add, mOdify, and remove questions. Select a question type from the Add Question drop-down list and click Go to add questions. Use Creation 
Settings to establish which default options, such as feedback and images, are available for question creation. 
Add Calculated Formula Creation Settings 
Name Intemship Progress Report No. 1 
Description 
Instructions Please respond to each of the questions being as frank as possible. This information will not be shared. 
Modify 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 1 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question How many intemship hours have you worked in your first two weeks? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 2 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question What was your major accomplishment these past 2 weeks; which objective(s) of your planned program did you 
work on? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 3 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question What helpful suggestions did you receive that enabled you to improve (Self or Intemship)? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 4 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question What new or different styles of leadership did you observe others use? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
QuestionS Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question If there was any conflict at work, how was the conflict resolved? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 6 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question What transpired that caused you to identify issues or developmental needs for yourself as a leader? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 7 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question Is there any specific information or interesting incident that happened that may be of interest to your Intemship 
Coordinator (me)? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
OK ) 
10fl 11114/2006 I :39 PM 
Tc-:.tCanvas http://my.unl.edulwebapps/assessmentl do/authoring/modify Assessment 
COMMUNITY > AG. LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP> CONTROL PANEL> TEST MANAGER> TEST CA~AS 
BTest Canvas 
Add. modify. and remove questions. Select a question type from the Add Question drop-down list and click Go to add questions. Use Creation 
Settings to establish which default options, such as feedback and images, are available for question creation. 
Add Calculated Formula Creation Settings 
Name Internship Progress Report No. 5 
Description 
Instructions Modify 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 1 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question How many intership hours have you worked in the last two weeks? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 2 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question What were your major accomplishments these past two weeks; which objective(s) of your planned program did 
you focus on? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 3 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question At this paint In your Internship. what professional development activities (courses, workshops. self-directed 
studies) would help you be a stronger intern? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 4 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question Have you made any career decisions as a result of your internship? (Please discuss your reasons and the 
outcome.) 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
Question 5 Essay opoints Modify Remove 
Question Any additional comments or information you would like to share with me? 
Answer 
~ Add Question Here 
OK ) 
1 of 1 11114/2006 1:44 PM 
Announcing 

the Inaugural 

Servant Leadership Sympos'ium 

September 6 - 8, 2007 

Nebraska City, Nebraska 

The Power of Service: Putting Calling, Awareness, 

Persuasion, Wisdom, and Stewardship Into Action 

What is "Servant Leadership?" 
Servant leaders are those individuals who have the skill and commitment to lead 
through service whether they are the CEO of a large, profit-driven organization or 
the Senior Pastor at a local congregation. By placing others' needs and the 
needs of the organization ahead of their own personal agenda, these leaders 
develop people to be strong, capable, and engaged workers and leaders in their 
own right. 
Symposium Focus 
You will have the opportunity to dialogue with and learn from others who are 
passionate about the nature and practice of servant leadership in profit and non­
profit organizations You will learn how servant leadership can be developed in 
individuals, as well as the outcomes of servant leadership practices. 
Who Should Attend? 
• 	 Leaders who seek to develop their employees and create a servant 
culture within their organization 
• 	 Researchers who want to learn more about servant leadership, its 

characteristics and research base 

• 	 Employees who want to influence their organization in a positive manner 
• 	 Students who are considering pursuing Servant Leadership as a research 
avenue 
• 	 Individuals who are passionate about their work. and feel called to their 
profession 
Benefits of Attending 
• 	 Discover how to facilitate positive change through servant leadership in 
your organization 
• 	 Gain inspiration from outstanding servant leaders in both industry and 
service fields 
• 	 Take advantage of many opportunities to dialogue with like-minded 
leaders who share your passion for developing and serving others 
• 	 Learn from engaging speakers who offer guidance, affirmation, 
information, and will ultimately empower you to change your own thinking 
about the nature of leadership 
• 	 Understand how organizations are currently developing servant leaders 
and instilling a servant culture within their organizations 
• 	 Apply research in servant leadership to your leadership practice 
Format for the Symposium 
• Keynote Sessions from Public 
and Private Sectors 
• Panel Discussions 
• Round Table Discussions • Town Hall Type Meetings 
• Informal Discussion Sessions • Interactive Sessions 
Keynote Speakers. TBA 
Symposium Sponsors 
• 	 University of Nebraska-Lincoln Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
• 	 Lincoln Plating Company, Lincoln, NE 
• 	 Duncan Aviation, Lincoln, NE 
• 	 lincoln Children's Zoo, Lincoln, NE 
• 	 Union College, Lincoln, NE 
Registration 
Registration Fee - $265* 
Student Registration Fee: $75* 
*Includes all sessions, meals, materials, breaks, events, and speakers 
Additional registration Information will be available soon at our website: 
http://www.aglec.unl.edu 
To make lodging reservations, please contact the Lied Lodge and Conference 
Center at 1-800-546-5433. 
Department ofAgricultural Leadership, Education, and Communication 
(402) 472-2807 
The University of Nebraska - Lincoln doe~ 
not discriminate based on gender, age, 
disability, race, color, religion, marital status, 
veteran's status, national or ethnic origin or NeoiaSKa sexual orientation. 
Lincoln 
